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INTRODUCTION

ThisA?aper summarizes the results of a study undertaken to determine the nature of .

h'//
innovation, change'and reform n higher ducation institutions and to suggest hoW the use

of educational technology.
'-services.as libraries,-media centers, and computers

might be made more effective in contributing to achievement of educational objectives.

The study was conducted through visits to over 100 institutions in which externally-funded

experimentS were being attempted to resolve many different kinds of probiems--from the

creation of new management information systems to improvements in lecturing in

.professional school courses. Each visit entailed reading the proposal or-prospectus for.

the project, discussing its progress with those involved, examining relevantAocuments and

products, and, whenever-possible, obtaining-evidence as to effect or impact. As the

information from the6e visits accumulated, patternS Of elementS and conditions emerged

that distinguished seemingly successful from seemingly unsuccessful innovations, as judged

by'tbe author. I have attempted in-this paper to identify those patterns and conditions.

under which innovations in higher education succeed and becothe adopted. .While some ideas

/._presented here are already supported in the literature, there are several new concepts

advanced such.as the power'of oligarchies to affect innovation, and the parallel

opposition of student and faculty groups to innovative practices. Support for this

undertaking was provided byithe Exxon Education Foundation.

SECTION 1. THE PARADOX

'-Formal collegiate education as it is practiced is in essence a simple/process. It

consists of a professor telling students something, asking -questions, assigning readings

(generally from a textbook), asking them to aCcompriSh certain tasks aS,.,for example,

laboratory exercises, or asking them to observe,Certain things such as geologic phenomena

during a fieldtrip. Students also give each other information and work in groUps on

either assigned tasks or tasks they generate which presumably contribute to their groWth

and development.

These simpie processes can be embellished, presuMably, improved, and made more

sophisticated and effective. The substance of a textbookqtan be augmented, through,

extensive use of other reading material. The sometimes randOM and extemporaneous

questioning can be refined through workbooks and syllabi that'llead stu nts through

tightly constructed sequences of questions and problems. The ul- .
caning of a

professor's description of some phenomenon may be more clarly exposed through visual

displays, slides and films. Amounts of learning can be measure by carefully,cOnstructed

tests administered with the aid of acoMputer that can prollide!Students with instant

knowledge of;;.their successes or failures, and -this presumablyhelps' their intellectual

development. Amplified telephone conversations'zan allow students to discuss issues with

knowledgeable individuals located far from the college,ca*us..

/

Through use of tapes and videotapes
profesSorial presentations.,can be used and reused

by students seeking to derive the most meaning from. those statements, Entire college
P

courses can be made portable through videotape recording of lecture sequences, preparation

of accompanying workbooks and tests, and .distribOton,Ot, the taped lecture materials via,

open-circuit television. Simulations of laboratOry ekkriments generated by computers can

enable students to practice needed. skills off campus. EVerLthe most simple processeS of,

teaching can be changed and presumably improved by ,earning specialists who can help

professors improve their lecture skills and techniq es-:Ofconducting discussions:

One problem is thdt use of these. additional el ments in formal education
typically* .

requires. greater- expenditure of time and energy and the acquisition of new skills, than in

the practice of traditional collegiate education in its essential form.' Selection and

assignment of a single textbook is; less time -consuming than developing extensive and

continuously revised bibliographes.of relevant material in librarieS. Preparing lecture

notes and delivering a lectureare for the.mostpart easier for an.experiented professor

than creating a sequenced course of well- developed modules that present students with'a

variety of experiences, -including instant aW reness.of whether or not a particular concept

1



has been mastered. Preparing films, and slides requires skill., time, and effort, as does
designing-4 programmed computer game that studentS can play individually or as members of

a group: Professors who might enrich their teaching by using, some of the. many yesources
available must be convinced that to do so would be worth the additional expenditure of

time and the effort needed to acquire new skills. Thus exponents of extended uses of
libraries, technological adjuncts to instruction, or services to help proessors-improve
must really merchandise their products or services and persuade faculty members of their

worth, ,And they must be provided with persuasive evidence that the embellishment of
pl' teaching makes-some significant differences in outcomes

.
The need to do so may be illustrated by looking at several Utopian views of education

using extra resources with education,as it typically is practiced:

***** One vision is of 4,fully automated college campus
attractively designed but having only a few traditional

classrooms. Students come to the campus the firstof the week
and Participate in a group meeting designed to outline the week's
activities and to motivate students to enjoy the richness the .

college possesses. The individual students then go to their own
carrels, each of which is equipped with a tape recorder), a
television monitor, a small compUter console, and a light pen
capable of activating certain computer responses which are then
displayed on the television screen. Students will read a problem
in the workbook, ask the-computer to retrieve needed information
from the library, assimilate' that information when it has been
received, and then activate 4.:_libra-frb-f stored, examination
qUistions to display tests which will determine whether or not'

students may proceed to the'next unit. If it were a course
history, students could signal the library to display slides of
reproductions of pictures. Or, if_the course were in genetics
students could ask:the-computer to 'conduct a simulation exercise
showing generational mutations of fruit flies. When students
encounter a problem requiring .practice of skills, as for example,
laboratory skills, they move from the carrel to another room
containing individual and specifically prepared laboratory
experiments which they conduct. They then return to the carrels

to test their, actual achievement. In a musicology course,

students an go to another room where a 'hologram display of

archaic sical instruments, is shown in three dimensions.
Students can examine those displays at their leisure, taking
notes an returning once again to the haven of the carrels. Or

..students can 'Work as-4 group by'going to still'a different
location, I, ering around the console of a computer and play a

simulated game designed to'develop understanding- of problemsof
air pollutiori At the end of the day students may wish to work
further on some matter and check out several videot4pe cassettes
to take home with them to play over the televisionset in their
own homes. Throughout the day faculty members are available in
their own offices or Rear the carrels to be of help to individual

students. When not working with students, profeSsors spend their
time creating new materials and organizing new Sequences of
problems to'keep the courses up-toldate. They,/are aided in such

activities by television producers, technical /experts- and
learning specialists who can help the professor decide on the
optimum organization of materials. . /

***** A variant on that vision 'shows a library as the central
'element in the campus complex. It contains not only books. and

printed material's, but art galleries, collections of slidesand
films, and collections of audio and videotape recordings as well
as computerized access to libraries all over the world. It also

contains'many varying sized rooms where students can work
individually or' in groups with thtreasures of the library. The

augmented library staff works closely with professor§ to.organize
courses requiring maximum use of library materials, and is

2
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constantly -alert to-extend, the variety and richness of what is

-aYaifAbfe. Faculty offices Are located near the library-and
professors spend their time counseling students or developing new

courses which will ensure that students are exposed to the most

up-to-date information on any given subject.

**** Stilly anotherAision,isof 'adults engaging in lifelong'

learning. Through the mail they obtain full courses consisting.

of_videotape cassettes'ofleciJures,.padkages of miniaturized

laboratory equipment,, attractively Programmed-reading Materials,

and tests they can take at their own convenience. Their daily

newspaper contains printed lectures-for another course for which

:they are supplied syllabi,'bboks of readings and reproduCtions of

relevant materials. A adult learners undertake substantial
research projects they visit.a branch office of the local

community college where there are counselors, basic reference
Materials, and computer terminal linkedto a network of

bibliogrAphic4ItA bases. Using carefully.developed lists of
wordsdescilibing 'the,matter being.c9nsidered, students obtain
frooLifie compUter annotated.bibliographies of the most recent

.:information, Aftr $canning computer-prepared printouts,
,students select tho erheY wish to examine more fully, go to a
bank of file cabie s, and Select microfiche reproductions of the

full document that hey can examihe on one of the many microfiche

readers availablei. ,/the center-. Returning home, students find
-

letters informing them of iFe programs on educational television
that will be presented that week and that are relevant to the

courses they are studying. Accompanying those notifications are

other computer- printed'docurrents containing appraisals of
recently'Completed examinations and indications of what specific

things the students should do terectify 'deficiencies, Among

other assignments, the. compqer informs adult students that there

is to be a particularly relevant lecturpthat week on the college

campuSIthat they should attend.

The essential technical elements in
and Childs 1968, pp. 21-22).

//

these scenarios can he quickly summarized (Knirk

1. Centralized'rape libraries from which:local school

syStems could select an entire course of instruction
or specialized lectures prepared by the best teacher's.

in specific fields.
2. Closed-circuit\TV syst ms for a school district or

region and individual riA.pe.Players--the hear and,,. see'

devices--to enable ed4 classroom to utilize the course
materials that Canbe, made available to every school.

3. -Electronic teaching machines that have been particularly
successful in language in&truction.

4. Fiogrammed learning systems for detailed repetitive

instruction.
'

5. Scanning devices in each classroom that would' be linked

to.the library and' recokis Offices to free teachers from
Many.routine functions.

6. .Computer centers for gr ding examinations for a school.
or an. entire school dis rict; relieving teacher's of a

time-consuming chore.
7. 'Computers for catalogin and retrie, ng information.

8. A flexible opencircUit ducational TV network to bring

a yar y of current eve ts,type.instruction to classrooms.

A look at how collegiLte education is

-changes in educational behavior that must t

realized. LectUres and group discussionlin
students is the prevailing mode. Textbooks

transmitting information, And,undergraduute
i

.-._

ctually practiced suggests the magnitude of
ke place before such Utopian visions might be
olving a Single teacher and a group of
continue to represent the major means,of
libraries still seem to be' used more As study
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balls-.than a avenues to massive collections of books, Other Irinted materiaLs,
collections offslidesand the like. One can still walkdpwn/the. corridors Of almost any
'undetgtaduate academic, classroom buildingn the country and isee no instructional
television,ino:interactive computers, no slides and films, aAd no multi4edia classrooms.
:Cenerally,]therewillibea language laboratory, typically.underused; and there may be
places on Campus enabling.studeats to undertake bibliographit searches. However, the
impressionipersists that!the lives of most undergraduate students remain substantively
untouchediby the varied resources.that are .available. This ijs not:to say that attempts
are not b0.4::(made:touse new approaches to formal, education.' Indeed, with the federal

.

and foundation support, there is a great deal of experimentation. Centers and

\
labOratdies are constantly experimenting. with new materialS, and individual faculty,

. .

i

.members gill try out some new apptoacheS. However, few.experiments or attempted.
\innovAii'ms,,,eVenthoughjsuccessfully conducted, become part of the mainstream of

educatignal practice. .

I- /

1.

' J

\ This is,expO:sed an amazing paradox. SubstantialvoluMe'of educationally relevant

',111a'terialls and technologyihas emerged. Libraries'havelchanged from simple repositories of

i
l\\

bo ks to sophistiCateki .enters with many different methods/of delivering information and
the capability td retriveinformation from all over the world. Communications technology.

.
briAgsleventS taking pljace throughout the world instantly into classrooms. Photographic
and:reproductiveeqUip ent brings richness and detail to theattention of students that
would 0 inconceivable;through the more traditional forms/ of lecturing, demonstrationS\,.or

ever0iibOratory.experipnces. Relatively inexpensive computers store enough information so
that4ntire'tburses can be t4ght without interfering withComputer capacity needed fot
adminttrativePr)ar er research effoits.,Networks of/coMputers:alloostudents in one
part 4 the country t intetact.with'Trogrammed data bases located in-other parts of the

country i.potder to developbasic skills of language orrpumber.-

i \
4 , .

4P rimentationitypically has shown that these-neOer'tethniques are educationally.

.
/..

':-

sound! s determine by performance on tests, of cogniyive skills and knowledge.. Lectures
A

\

overltelevpion produce gains in knowledge as does thie-moretraditional face-to-face
lectt6e,\and if lar e enough numbers are T'/ lectures can produce. those changes

more/efficiently i d economically.\ A well-preparedilmstrip,can teach specific skills
better than a longer and more expensive demonstrati/on by a professor. Computer-based

gams can\g neratel.student enthusidAm and develop /skills and ,knowledge that last longer
4 .

thap could. e achieVed-through more traditional\ways of teaching. ,Carefully.prepared'
programmed texts dan Iproduce greatergains than,/ectures and demonstrations; when similar

(
,.,

amOunts of t me are spent with each.

/ But Ohi resources are available\ and the educational values of these,can be
demonstrated; they still do not.play acentiAI(role in collegiate education. This paper

has been ptePa. ed -to examine how to resolve this pardOx. It is assumed that greater and
\

more varied us
(

of libraries and sources/of informaLon really represent innovations for
'host 011ee fatuity members, It also assumes theinPovative quality for much of

/available educa ional technology, and that use of them' might improve the quality of

/ edUcation. 'This being so, it is asSuMed\that,a greater understanding of how innovations
and changes\ine ucation are attempted,COulOe useful to produce greater and more
sustained'actepta ce of educational /`informational, and communications resource's in

l
colleges anduniV rsities with attendanta educational gains.

'.

An underlying premise of tlyis paper is that innovations and-changes will not be'.

attempted or :adopt. e jusebecause materialS are availa,le and a reed can be demonstrated.
Practices and.proce ses in collegiate i stitutions hav4.grown up over time and tend to
persevere unlessoce tarn 'favorable cond tions are pres(nt and spelcific techniques are -used

1//

to eneourage[innovat'ons an change. .T e following se tions.exam'ne techniques and

Strategies t at can elp ad inistrtors, ncourage expe imentition with educational

resources whjich.might make formal collegi te\educatio, more effec .i.V*. While many of the.
,

examples inv9lve inno ate ns based 'on use of\technology, other kinds of innovations also

are discussed in thO b of that the. condi iohs,. tactics and strategies necessary to

encourage/Anovation a substantially. the Same., reg dless of the kind of innovation

being attempted. For ample, it is\premis'd Ithat e Couragini'in widergraduatefaculty to

make greater use of a 'ducationallte\sburce Ihforma ion Center (ERIC) microfiche
\

collection equires ame sortsof\condit'os. an. tactics, as to pr ,duce a new

--interdisciplinary c Similarly,)whethe or no a compUter-basedicourse in political'
science use g simu ated games isadopt d and 4Id d pends on the same sorts of factdrs

°- '. \
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that determine whether or not a computer -based management information system is adopted

and :used by the central administration of a college or univerSity.. This poknt may be

debated but it is argued here that administrative officers such as registrars are as

reluctant to change routines as are professors.

SECTION 2. CONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS

In 1971 Patrick J. Ford and T advanced some printiples inanticipation'of developing

a generalized theory Of engineering or contriving desirable change. We argued the(need

for a vigorous, strong, and occasionally
ruthlesS administrative power on the ground that

faculties were essentially conservative and that without vigorous administrative

leadership, institutions would become lethargic and 'even moribund. However, we recognized

that an\everly,strong administration
iii the presence of a weak. faculty could result in too

-much change just as a weak administration in the presence of a strong faculty WOuld result

in stagnation. An ideal would be a structure that could holda strong administration and

a strong faculty. in a position of. creative tension., Both the formal and informal

structures would reflect that creative tension, out of which optimuM change and innovation
--

could take place. Secondly, we urged appeals to the self-interest of,thosebeing

encouraged't6 change through such benefits as financial incentives, free time,,o'r't

increased status. We had come to believe that in the absence of some kinds of incentives,

change--particUlarly in curriculum or teaching practice--was unlikely:. Preparing an,

.effective televised lesSon requires greater effort than delivering aleeiure, based on

notes, and typically that effort must,be rewarded in-some way. We alsO,senSed.the need

')foi an innovator who. could. come from almost any part-ofan institution or even frem ,

outside. We. felt that a reasonably aggressive person could become a leader for change,

particularly if he or she saw an oppbrtunity 4 or a new and more interesting and rewarding'

role. .

\
. .

,

We alSo stressed that 'innovation, change,.i reforth or improvement reguires time and

that an institution must so acknowledge, eithe paying_for extra,time or

redeploying individuals so thattime can-be de oted to the desired change's. On the

'assumptiOnthat appeals to reason would be esp cially.compelling if economic
.

elements were

made clear, we argued that institutions should develop refined systems of cost accounting

so that'; .thetrue costs of older ways ofteachi g or organizing the CUrricullm could be

indicated,-' If instructors cO ld be shown the kgh costs to themselveg'PersOnally of sucy

activities as small inefficie t courses taught y lecture techniques, they would more

readilyconsider change. Las ly, wefelt that aculty members, because of the kinds, o%

people they are, are frequent y threatened and insecure individuals-'who are likely tO7

- react d fensiyely to change a d innovation. To the uninitiated, a computer keyboard/can

and does create fright. Thus, whoever seeks to,Contrive change must...be aware of the/

threats mplicit in change and also be able -to eplOy directives for protection (Mayhew

and Ford 1971, pp. 126-128).

A n mber of writers have stressed the role df leadership.in producing change. Levine.
..

and Wein artj1973) argued that\if an institution4repared a well-develOped philosophy of

education, then capable administrators having pow r, resources; and the ability to use

technique of personnel management could produce desired changes. Greeley (1968) inclined

s.in the sa e direction with his finding that in Ca holic colleges, whether an institution 1

i proved r remained static depended chiefly on the professional, (managerial) :competence"

.of he ad inistrative leaderShip. Hefferlin (1969 also assigned, leadership significant

role while at thesame time recognizing other con itions of change such as he rate of

,external s cial change and an attendant organizati nal instability However he noted
. , $

.that'leade ship would be more likely to succeed if 0.t were avuncular in style rather than

authoritar an or laissez-faire. Authoritarian; leadership is somewhat paternalistic;

laissez -fa re is neutral; while avuncular is more like a,kindly.uncle..,ThO avuncular

- president s concerned, supportive; 'and encouraginOtif new ideas; but, in the final

analySiS h 'Dr sheLassumes individuals will do whatthey believe Ibest for themselves.
/

Watson als acknowledged that changes affecting the entire institution were'usually

.
/ ,



initiated and carried out -by top administrators (Baskin etal. 1967). iowever, he
believed that the wise administrator would typically seek temporary change first on the
ground that that would be less threatening. Eventually, if the change proyed'of worth, it

would.become permanent.
, 1

An important element of/leaders ip is sensing the right time to introduce innovation.

For example, sophisticated equipMent t Florida Atlantic University was not' used largely

because it was introduced as people we e preoccupied with starting .a new institution.:

Leaders may see clearly that there is- \serious external threat that requires a major

change. But ifthe internal conditiong\arenot ripe, the. change 1411 not take plaC.

Another examp- be found in many. institutions during the late 1960s when presidents

saw that an end to higher education affluenCe-was coming. But needed fiscal reforWtould
not be introduced because faculties and students who had gained a great deal of power-
ddring the decade were still under the illusion that expansion could continue forever. It

was only when the serious. financial plight became widely recognized, as in the,exhaustion

of financial reserves,that leadership could make significant changes to bring about a

ba
_/
. Pfr, budget. --,%-.

.

,.

.

,

.

I

Further, and even more importantly, leadership cannot compensate for lack of

technical competency within an.intitution. This may seem like such ah obvious matter as

to appear almost trivial. Yet'time,9d again new, sound ideas and r tommendations are
made by. responsible leaders or policy - making groUps, only to fal', beCadse the needed

technical skills were not present and,that fact wasoverlooked.1 The various national

policy group's, for example, have stressed the need for.better.tiestingand counseling, Yet

../"7. those suggestions have not been followed1argelybecause of the lack of people in
institutions skilled in the use and construction of tests and the lackof.finances to

support a workable program. \

a

Leadership is one of the central essential conditions for change and it must be

exercised in a definite and predictable context. A strong president in,a weak, invisible

college isolated from other comparable institutions is impotent'. Avuncdlar,leadership in

the, presencebf an antagonistic.oligarchy will be similarly impotent. Nor can kindly,

inspired, or-strong leadership transcend the needed technology. Demand$ for better, more

available and appropriately correlated.information, for example, could nb be met until

relatively inexpensive computers were.perfected.

Other theorists besides the author, have emphasized other essentials\for innovation

and change. Evans related acceptanCe or rejection of educati nal televislon to the

proportion of innovative types of people on a campus (Evans a d Leppmann III967). Each

institution seems to rhaVe some individuals who'are willing to try almost any new idea and

others who tend to be against anything new. This phenomenon s easy to illustrate, as in

the case of the professor retiring after forty years of servi e who remarked that during

those years he had seen many changes and had been against all of them. In addition, to

large a concentration of resisters is an effective barrier to change. But as some

,examples will subsequently show, a well contrived major innnovation can'be.accepted by

even the skeptical if there is a pay-off.

Size of the institution figures'in both the folklore of higher education and in -

sel.lous research about change. It,is frequently contended that the truly innovative

institutions are usually the small, private institutions in which people are free to

experiment. However, Hodgkinson (1971)'finds it otherwise. The major eledlent in

institutional change is size,: with the larger institutions having more of everything--

resources, trouble, richness of progidttf, and invention of innovations. This analysis

Tr vides no definite.eyidence on the effedt. simply of size exceptIndirectly. What does

ap ear significant are available resources and something'Called capacity, which means the

by rall strength of an institution. TO the extent that resources and capacity (strength)

ar related to size, then siceAs a factor. Institutions without available or slack

- nil ources are not likely to try'innovationg, or if they do try, are likely to fail.

St rting or implementing almost any-significant inpovation requires money, whether it be a

b tter advising system, a computer-based course inHgenetics,'a new testing program, or use

`-----.'o cases in a program of educational.administration.',,

Very strong institutions seem unwilling to change, especially in'curriculum and

instructional areas because of the difficulty_in reaching consensus.' Very:weak
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institutions a\lso tend to remain stati until, in'the years just before they die,Ahey

exhibit a'frenzy of futile activity: The-most fertile soil for change appear to. be those

institutions in the middle. I

ConsistentConsistent with Much of the previously cited literature,.but also differing in -some

regards, the present_study is based on intensive site visits and in-depth interviews with

people involved in attempted innovations, and draws on some of the relevant likterature-

dtaling with innovations in educational and noneducational organizations,. The 4sults of

the study Suggest a pattein of factors involved in producing innovations and cha4ge--a

\r
blueprint or design. In aggregate, such a design, if thoughtfully implemented, c uld make

institutioiv;; Of higher education considerably-more responsive to changes in sooiet than

they presently are. The findipgs of,the study suggest that optimum conditions for\-\

innovation, whether using acamputer-based management system or a computer network, would

involve a college or university very likely stimulated by external conditions (frequently,

but not always, threatening conditions) and presided over by a chief executive who is-

interested in change and willing to use the full resources:of his position to stimulate.

it. The chief executive would selett as an effective, change agent a faculty member'of

stature and security who is someWhat.Marginal with respect to the interests and activities

of his or her own group-:fiii-7.example, a history professor who is intrigued with
,

psychiatrics more thdh with orthodox history. This individual, Sensing-needed changes,

Would assure himself or herself of the availability of appropriate technology and of

individuals posseSsing- the technical skills and interests to work with whatever is

proposed. Ideally he or she would develop those technological skills. While developing

the plan for change this individual would seek to include elements of advantage for all

constituencies likely to be involved and also would seek legitimacy from presidential dnd

oligarchic support. The innovator would be assured of reasonable and a.lequate funding

that would allow the purchase of time to plan and, Iii the event it was necessary, the

purchase of the interest and loyalty of colleagues whose support or service is needed.

Once the planningsis co4leted-and the innovation or change made operational, the

innovator would very likely seek for r-himself a continuing position of responsibility with

respect to the change- so that he or she coulcqfulfill some psychological, personal, and

professional needs. To some, these may seem lighly subjective and questionable criteria

for a change agent. Yet invariably they have been the significant elemehts involved.J.n

the successful innovations examined as a basi_ for this monograph.

This general pattern seems to apply whether changes are attempted for a:small
)

sub-unit suchas a department or fora total complex institution. Of course,'small

changes of little.Consequence are easier to mak than large ones, although frequently what

appear to besmall-changes can-assume the prope ties'of large ones and thus' become more

difficult to achieve. One perplexing matter which has bothered. a number of readers of

this monograph as it was being prepared is the Lick of definition of a goodinnovation.

Cost-benefit criteria could le used, but is too narrow. Cducational gain's could -also- be

used, but in general evidence seems to suggest tlidt most new methods' of teaching or new

curricula produce modest or no significant differences as compared with traditional

methods as established by cognitive tests. Conventional professional wisd4 is also a

possibility (although it changes as fads come and go), as is student or teaCher

satisfaction. Rather than employ these, or.,,othr imilar criteria, the goodness of an

innovationlin this monograph wil\be relative. js it consistent with an ilOitution's

traditions dnd mission? Does it appear to approximate generally accepted standards of

excellence?. For example, an innovative doctoral program which could be completed

typically in one year of part-time work would fail.Are its costs such that it can be

supported by an institution's budget without seriously dislocating other core activities?

Does it attract student and faculty interest and produce reasonable satisfaction? Does it

appear likely to become institutionalized? . )

I
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I have drawn a number of illustrative examples from this study in support of the

general pattern contributing to successful innovation.: They are grouped under the

following: \

Administrative Leadership
Available Needed Technology
Technical Competence
Institutional Readiness
Consistency with Institutional.Traditions

:Rewards for Users
Personal Involvement of .Innovator
Prevailing Oligarchy
Adequate Funding

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSUIP

The evidence from the cases studied suggests that strong adMinistrative_support by

the executive hierarchy of the college or university is the most important' condition

necessary for innovation and change in American higher education. The phrase executive

hierarchy is used deliberately to include the, dean, director, and/or department head-of a

unit in which significant innovation is beirk, attempted. There also must be support and

encouragement from still higher administrative levels. Because of,the traditiOn:of

administration in American higher education and because of the broader perspective that

chief administrators bring to a considerL ion of institutional purpOse and functioning,

the president occupies a unique position with respect to innovation, change and reform.

There have been few significant innovations in American higher education that were not

presidentially supported, and more recent innovative attempts reveal the same, tendency.

Because of the way institutionalfinancial resources are deployed ancy)udgeted, it is-true.

that administrative officers have relatively small amounts of discretionary funds. And it

is also true that given the-ways-responsibilities are allocated (with.the\faculty

responsible for the curriculum), administrative intervention in many activities of an

institution is difficult. Such facts. have led.soMe theorists to speculate that te

administrative role is relatively impotent' in bringing about successful change: 'Despite

limitations Dn.administration prerogative, the'Presidency still remains the most powerful

poSition on the campus (Cohen and/March 1974). And unless that power or influence is.

exercised to produce or support innovations and ct'-nges,!.the latent organizatipnal

conservatism of other constituencies, notably thc 'Hzulty, will'prevent the generation of

new ideas and their. implementation. /

The role of administrative leadership is seen clearly in several examples. First is

that of Anticdh College which, though it prides itself on a highly democratic system of

governance, nonetheless requires strong administrative leadership to remain viable.. In

.
the late 1960s its-president promoted a new approach to the freshman-year program.

Essentially, a new curriculum changed completely the way students' programs were developed

in the freshman year. There'would be a great-deal of inckpendent study and considerable

use of the library and audiovisual materials especially selected to facilitate individual

learning., The entire freshman year was seen as consisting of five stages. First was to

be a two -week period Of diagnosis, evaluation, and planning conducted jointly by students

and their faculty advisors.' Then followed i ten-week period when students would use

on-campus' resources, a thirteen-week off-campus period (cooperative work=study), ten weeks

Of on-campus learning, and at the end of the year, aone-week period for final evaluation

and planning for subsequent work.
,

.

This new prograM posed a number oft threats for faculty. Some were uneay because Of,
\

the lack' of structure, therelaxation of\virtually all requirements, and the limination \\

of grades. Others were uncomfortable when their role as a classroom teacher changed and

they became mere resource's to be used at the discretion of students.- Some faculty were

uneasy with the role of preceptor (or advisor), feeling that they were incapable of

dealing with many of the psychological needs of students.

.
this particular example presents two fundamental issuei.regarding innovation. The

. first is the appropriate role 'of faculty, students, and administration; A number of the

more academic faculty members came to believe that they had no voice in educational policy
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at the institution and that initiative and decisions tame largely from central
administration with the support of students. They believed that the freshman-year program
was diluting_academic standards and could jeopardize the college's reputation. However,
faculty members also recognized that if,administration did not exert positive leadership,
profound change very likely would not take place. It seemed to many of them that radical
innovations would not happen unless strong and talented administrative leadership were
present and exercised. And radical change seemed called for if Antioch was to survive the
increased competition of the 1970s. Twice before the institution had- surmounted financial

crises by making radical changes. It appeared thatva third crisis was in the making.
Actually the ,college adopted an even more radical device--creating an 18-campus
systeM-Lbut at that time there was general agreement that radical change of some sort-was
essential.

. A second issue concerns the speed with which the innovation was attempted. Some
faculty Members thought that if. greater lime been provided to orient faculty members to
such a wide-ranging reform the result might have been better. On the other hand, some
admitted that if extensive time been spent on faculty discussions quite possibly the whole
concept would have been diluted. -.

Another example of the role of adm rstrative leadership is the creation of a
required multi-media-prograMMed cour in engineering at -Oklahoma State University. At

the time both the president and ac demid vice-president of Oklahoma State University were
firm believers in educational 'Pribvation and were Willing to use institutional resources
to help faculty memberS exp iment: One of these experiments produced a twosemester .

course equally appropria for mechanical and electrical'engineering students that was
largely self-taught, ne of1 several forces involved in producing this effort was a
department:heild'i echanical engineering who was very much concerned with edu6tional
innovation ancr` e need to make engineering education more reality-oriented. Another
'force was Siderable ongoing experimentation with pre-professional, individually
prescr d instruction. Behind those local- factors, of course, was the existence of
edp ional ferment within schools and'colleges of engineering as they sought to stem

1,Oeclining enrollments and to, bring the enginOring curricula more closely in line with the
realities of engineering prattice.

This example illustrate$ the impact made by a highly innovative indiVidual occupying
a powerful position in the institution who-has the resources to encourage exploration of
ideas. A-second facet of this case is instructive in-another way. On the\same campus but
in a different_college,.and as a result of some of the' same forces, an attempt was made\to
develop a self - paced course in critical thinking. In-that college, however, the idean,
associate dean, and department head %ere persuaded that for the most part, traditional
modes of instruction, were more cost-effective than newer modes. They tolerated the
experiment, partly because it was supported by a grant, but insisted that the, project
director quickly return to his orthodox duties. The failurt of this undertaking was.,
predictable from the start, if our theory, is valid.

AVAILABLE NEEDED TECHNOLOGY

'A second necessary condition for successful innovation is the availability of
reasonably priced necessary technology which performs.well enough'to be used regularly.
An example of this was the development of on-line computer instruction in finance in the
Graduate School of Management at Northwestern University:. The problem lay in the
inadequacy of using a blackboard to illustrate complex problems-and the slowness of using
the computer inlatch mode.processing. The blackboard did not allow students to
participate in prohleiil solving and to .see immediately consequences of various.detisions.
StUdents could work out problems on computers,\yet the time lag of several days before
,printouts could bg bbtainedproved to be educationally unappealing. The availability of
adequate computer capacity during certain parts of the day for on-line interaction between
individuals and the,c6Mputer'and the availability Of,television monitors to display
problem illustratibns provided the essential equipment, and the prices were within

.

institutional-resources. Had the attempt been made re years earlier it very well might
have failed because Northwestern could not have obtained t needed technoldgy. With the
technology available, the, process of developing needed software was relatively

9
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straightforward: Within a year, several financial problemcasegwere-stored in the
computer together with a reasonably complex data-base, so that a lecturer in finance could

develop alternative solutions to complicated finance problems during-the course of the-

lecture.

This example is also significant with respect to the processes of innovation. It,

represented no particular theoretical advance in/the uses of computers.. Rather it

represented arefinement of thelong-useOecture with some problem-solving presentedin--

-the context of the lecture:, One can spedul,ate'that technology and innovations that allow

professors to simply do better what theY-areNlong accustomed to doing. will have a

reasonable chance of success;

Another example of use of available technology, mixe&-ith respect to success and

failure, was an attempt.to use a computer-based file retrif:val and editing system as a

basic part of teaching a collegiate interdisciplinary-course. \-The sophisticated

.computer-assisted text editing and information system designed at:Biown-University. was

intended to give maximum mechanical assistance to all phases of.document preparation. The

equipment consists of a data bank on a given subject, a display panel connected to the

compj,!ter data bank which can allow-several columns of.information to be displayed

simultaneously, a console, and a light pen that allows the user to indicate which items

need further information. The computer immediately produces the.desired information from

the data bank and displays-it. After 3,000 pages of course information were stored in the

computer, the experimental course was-Offered to 14 students in-the spring term of 1974.

During the course students would sit at a console and retrieve and study materials

designated by a. course syllabus. Generally students would spend about an hour at each

sitting before the console, looking at a hundred or more discrete pieces of information.

An important part of the course was a term paper, which the studentS could compose on the

computer. A student might type in a geneialidatiOn and then retrieve from the computer

necessary footnotes Or supporting data that would be recorded into the text.

/
It is difficult to predict how' widely or quickly this innovation will he adopted-by

others. And. it is,equally doubtful whethT;r the course will be continued at Brown because

the professor whotaught it had no particular professional stake-in it continuation. The

computer storage of information is expensive aad the course did require considerable

supervision. However, the point here is that sheer availability of .a particular

technology stimulated an inquiry as to wh6ther or not-there were educational implication's.

TECHNICAL COMPETENCE

Of pqual importance as a condition .for successful innovation is whether or-not..

individuals involved possess the technical skills to operate the change. Virtually all

categories of educational innovation and change require:technical skills on the part of

Users,. A computer-based-management information system requires understanding of

computers, the nature of available data, the source of other potentially useful data, as

well as the .range of plausible hypothetical questions that, when answered, can help in

reaching decisions. Very likely, optimum use of television as.-a, self-containedimode of

instruction requires more technical skills than can reasonably /be acquired by aysingle..

individual. For example, the British Open University program-uses teams of academicians,

educational programmers and television specialists in order to extract optimum benefit.

An educational program using a small group of students and faculty deeply immersed-in a.

subjectover a period of time requires technical understanding of group dynamics and

skills of. resolving group problems not-ordinarily possessed by college or university

professors. But even."in more traditional sorts Of changes, the possession of technological

skills is equalycentral. If educational testing comprises an important part ofan

innovation it shoulcLbe recalled that the preparation7bf ..clequately valid and reliable

test questions requires a great deal-of skill and experience. 'Developing programmed

f71

materials which realistidally anticipate the kinds of questions stude'ts will ask and -

perplexities they will experience require not only considerable expe ience in working with

students; but the technical skills of phrasing stimuli so as to elicit appropriate student

responses.
/

tThe essential point .need-nd ' e long belabored, but perhaps it can be shatply focused

through two brief examples. lAt Knox College a dean of students developed a computer
prograMand associated workbooks for a course on principles of accounting. He haddecided

:, ....:--- ______
t...,-
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to return to teaching and Knox College provided him With a leave of absence to prepare

himself for that return. He spent the full, year becoming thoroughly'familiar with

computerization and the potentiality -of the computer for instruction. His interest was in

part motivated and facilitated by the fact that the college had installed a rather complex..

computer system as part of its effort to remain viable as a privately supported liberal

arts college. In addition, the college had a twenty-year history of being highly

.

innovative under the leadership of .a.president constantly questing for ways to insure the

continuing existence and effectiVeness of his institution. The professor thus was willing.

to make himself technically competent before undertaking thedevelopment of this course,

and he-was aided in doing so by not being distracted by other activities: Although he

used students for some parts of the work, they were always under his direct supervision

and he hiMself did all tasks requiring technical skills.

This experiment was in sharp contrast to an attempt of another institution to develop

a cluster of six cases to be used in an 'engineering course in design.. The-atiempt proved

abortive for several reasons. The work OfTutting together case materials that are

pedagogically sound seems to require skills and experience beyond that possessed by most

graduate research assistants. Yet the undertaking relied on graduate students to visit an

industrial locationsense the critical elements of a case and then put these elements

together so_ as to lead student thOught processes.! .Graduate students-given this assignment

would spend many weeks fumbling to discover the proper way to develop case materials.

Additionally, these cases were to be enlivened through various audiovisual materials:

However, the photography and sound reproduction were prepared by graduate students without

training which resulted in decidedly amateurish,films and tapes far from the quality

'needed to interest others in adopting that particular version of case study.

INSTITUTIONAL READINESS

Reviewing institutional histories, one is struck-by the fact that a suggestion for

change made at one time makes no impression whatsoever, whereas just a short time later

the suggestion is accepted, modified appropriately-, and adopted into the institutional

fabric. The point can be dramatically made by considering the efforts of predominantly

white institutions to recruit black students and to make specific financial,-social,

counseling, and curricular-provisions for their_unique needs. During the early part of

the 1960s.predominantly white institutions in the North, while willing to accept qualified

black students, made no particular effort to recruit them or to even admit that

institutions might have a responsibility to accept academic risk students and---firnce

_-. provisions for them. It was notthat-theidea of assisting such_students had not been

thought of or presented. It was just that siadh-TintitMtions were not ready to face up to

their responsibility. This-changed almost overnight-following the death. of Martin Luther.

,King Jr. Suddenly institutions became receptiVe to accepting students who did not.meet

traditional admissions standards and it became highly acceptable-to redeploy institutional

resources to provide financial assistance to black students (Mayhew 1968).

The same phenomenon of change in level of institutional readiness for particular

kinds of innovations can be found during other less stressful times. For example,lin the

Graduate School of Business Administration at Tulane University the faculty undertook a

major curricular planning effort during a summer and subsequently-adopted individualized

instruction and modularization of the curriculum, whereas several years previously such .

techniques would have been regarded by the faculty as anathema. The whole climate of the

school had undergone profound change, largely through the initiative of a new dean who,

taking advantage of a number of retirements, recruited an almost entirely new faculty of

relatively young scholars who, while research-oriented, were still concerned with

teaching. That faculty found such new devices asindividualized instruction and

modularization attractive in part because-such devices could help the school conform to.a

new university policy which required each professional school to become financially

independent. The dean and his young faculty believed that the school could operate on its_

on resources if it could find ways of maintaining a constant number of faculty members

while accepting a growing number of students, To do this would mean finding new and more

efficient Ways of- curricular building:

The components-of-Institutional readiness for change are little understood, and there

are no indicators that might suggest that an institution or unit is ready to accept

change. However, it seems clear that readiness to, accept innovation frequently develops
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as a result of.suddenly perceived threatstO institutional stability or viability.

\ Private liberal arts'colleges have.adopted radically new curricula when the competitive

pressures of lower-cost publicly-supported institutions became sufficiently acute to

threaten their enrollments. ,A number of schools of engineering have adopted new

freshmen-year courses with heavy components of reality when_a steady decline in

enrollments reached critic 1 proportions. Private liberal arts colleges have experimented

with management informatio 'systems and simulation planning when several years of deficit

'spending suggested that. in titutions actually could go bankrupt unless the fiscal picture

'improved. Again, some'lib.ral-arts colleges. radically changed their counseling and

advising systems when-it became apparent that_. continued high attrition of students during

the "first year of college threatened the continued existence of the institution:

Earl Cheit (1973) generalizes such a phenomenon in discussing 41 institutions'
N.

responses to existing or approaching financial difficulty. 'He says that:

..Whatever the validity of the charge that neither
vexhortation, rebellion, nor a new outside world can
make colleges and universities chante; it is now clear
that a shortage of money can. The forty-one schOols in

the study are changing. The changes are occurring in
response to the pressures of difficult financial

circUmstaftes,...In most of the fortyOne .

institutions...there developed-new_ managerial practices

-andlorganizational relationships. Their short -run

consequence has been a sharp reduction in the rate of

growth of the institution's expenditure. Although the

need to cut expenditures motivated the development of
these new-managerial practiCes and organizational
relationships, their influence extends well beyond
questions of money. Questions of money eventuaXiy lead
tuNuestionf-purpose and, these new managerial
practi-ceSand organizational relationships form the
evolving system by which, the schools are making the
transition from money, queStions to purpose questions.
The additional consequence of these new practices and
relationships, therefore,is the developMent of new.
administrative and faculty standards of j'udgment about

educational quality and purpose. In two years'ears this. ____--------

process has moved fast enough:so that what was then

unthinkable-(e4.
,
modifying the tenure system) is pow '

becoming a creditable experiepce. (p. 15) ..-------

-
__,-'

Oman (172) establishes the same-point with respect to program: "Institutions.in

financi difficulty try many new things. Those notin difficulty do not." '-,

CONSISTENCY WITH INSTITUTIONAL TRADITIONS

While institutional readiness for change appears to be an essential'condition for.

innovation, the innovation must nonetheless be reasonably consistent with institutional

traditions, practices, and purposes if there is to be any significant chance for the

proposed innovations to be .successful, adopted, and eventually institutionalized. Thus,

an institution which historically had offered a tightly prescribed general education .

curriculut might accept some modifications of those requirements and adopt some variant of

distribution requireMents, whereas it would-,reject.out of hand-ayorecipitous adoption of a

Completely free elective system. The adoption of a number of computer-based'undergraduate

courses at the University of Illinois, Urbana appears to be somewhat easier than at other

midwestern universities, in part because-of the reasonably long tradition on that campus

of experimentation with PLATO-7a computer system designed specifically for educational

purposes. The adoption of a psychoanalytically-oriented teacher preparation program

could take place at the Kansas Teachers College, partly because of-the powerful influence

of the.Menninger Foundation in Topeka. .But such an approach wouldbe unthinkable in other

areas.
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10/VARDS FOR USERS

IAn innovation or change must be perceived as having distinctive value for-the

individuals involved in it or aliected by it, if it is to be attempted, adopted and

continued. Granted that from t,e broadest possible perspective many practicesin higher

education.could be considered cost-ineffective, yet from the narrower perspective much of

whalt is done is judged efficient and economical.
Polemical literature complains mightily

against the lecture system and the regular Scheduling-of fifty-minute classes on

altlernative days. The lecture is shown to be a poor way of developing critical thinking

\ abilities and less effective than books for the transmission of information. Yet, from

the standpoint of both' faculty member and student, such a system is quite efficient. The

prOfessor need make only occasional preparations or
re-preparations, and changes required

bkievolvingknowIedge can be made relatively quickly and informallyi even as lectnres

proceed. Lectures delivered in fifty-minute periods on alternative days alloWprofessors,

considerable time at predicted intervals that can be used at their discretion. SiMilarly,./

+dents can exploit the regularly sequenced class meetings by arranging to be in class! .

say from 8:00 -to 12:00 on Monday,_ Wednesday, and Friday, thus ing the balance of the

week's discretionary time for a job, for recreation, or whatever purpose the

individual wisheS. In view of this .phenomenon the_varlous oonstituencies within a'

c011egiate-organization can be expected to resiSi innovations and change that affect their

carious routines, unless there is a cl,ear,,:giTd obvious payoff either in the form of a new
,,

and especially desired value, o...,in'the form of some ultimate efficiency of value to the

individual..
4

Exampl , especially- negative examples, 'abound. During the 1950s the fad of acadeMit'

pro for gifted students .swept. the country. For the most part, those programs did not'

cceed or last. Those'programs which did succeed, as for example the Honors College at

Michigan State University, seem to have lasted because they provided a payoff for students

lin the form of distinctively' different activities
and"distinctively different symbols of

!status. Students were'allowed to register early, were given their own physical spade,

[were allowed greater freedom in the selection of courses, and were singled out as an

elite. Also the 1950s and 1960s saw considerable.experimentation with open and

Iclosed-circuit
MacoMber.and Siegel .(1960) made an interesting observation:

i Faculty members insisted that they teach a partially reduced-load to offer courses over

!'closed- circuit television, and that a single course over open-circuit television should

comprise a full load. This was tacit recognition -that organizing,materials for television

I
required more time than faculty members were willing to spend unless there was a

compensatory reduction in teaching load.

A major motivation for institutions
that'encourage-educational innovations is to

redUce_costs. yet each means for reducing cost through varying the mode of instruction

seemingly--jeopardizes prevailing student or facultypreferences. This jeopardy will be

.tolerated only if appropriate incentives,or.
payoffs (of financial or other sorts) can be

-contrived. Consider the following. techniques for reducing cost. First, an institution

may substitute low-cost labor for highcost labor by replacing. regular 'faculty time with

lower-paid part.time faculty or graduate assistant time, or by modifying the balance

between senior and junior faculty. Each change conflicts with the beliefs and desires of

regularly appointed full-time faculty members, especially if a high proportion. of them

haVe achieved permanent tenure. Further, the use 'of part-time faculty and graduate

istudents promotes student criticism that they Are being shortchanged by a second-class

kind of instruction. Secondly, an institution may increase the intensity of labor usage

by raising teaching loads of faculty. In view of the struggle of faculty members during

the 50s and. 60s to obtain reduced teaching loadS, this does'not appear to be 4

particularly- attractive device unless'the incentive of substantially increased\and assured

-salaries were used.- The history of the,use of such incentives is not particularly bright.

An example' is Parsons College in the 1970s, whose-highly salaried faculty'did not produce

a viable educational program. Sometimes, of course, rewards have worked, as for example

when Michigan State University created a purely, teaching college and rewarded the faculty

of it exactly as it rewarded the. research, and graduate faculty. The Basic College lasted

longer than any other general education.prograw, becaute of the reward-. system. Third, an

institution might substitute student initiative for faculty supervision as, for exatple,,

creating more' opportunities for independent study. Such a 'curriculum places faculty

members in vdiffereni'kind of role'from one of performing in orthodox classes, and it

probably produces more irregular-scheduling of faculty time with discretion.resting with
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students. Additionally, it as in some situations. produced student complaints that they

were being shortchanged, receiving onlya syllabus and'a library card for their high

tuition money: A fourth metiod is to substitute capital, for labor by enforcing greater

use of the library or by repeatedly using televised lectures in place of.face-to-face

lectures. But intensive use of the library implies considerable faculty guidance, and the
preparation of-lectures for television requires more intensive effort by faculty. Or an
institution might intensify utilizatiOn of existing capital, as for example, using

buildings and equipment more However, to persuade faculty and students to work at
unusual hours May require incentiV'Ts in the form of higher salaries or lower tuitions that

would in the long run deny the effeftiveness of this solution. Relafedly, of course, the

institution could, over time, substitute low-cost capital for high-cost capital through

employing temporary buildings or using inexpensive building materials. Once again, the
striking example-of Parsons College, which unsuccessfully tried to useinexpensive
building materials, does not make one'sanguine as to the utility of ihis approach.

The significance of the incentive or payoff phenomenon can be illustrated with a

number of brief,examples: Indiana State University added a double session without

expanding its physical plant. However, both students and faculty required incentives of
salary, increases or tuition decreases in order to accept the innovative use of physical

plabt. The use of dictating equipment at Bard College toimproVe the cluality of theme

grading did produce that result, but the scheme was discarded, largely because no
incentives were provided for the faculty to compensate for the greatip expenditure of time
which preparing more detailed criticism of themes. required. ProfessOrs grade themes'

rather quickly and scribble comments on margins of papers. Dictating produced longer

comments but took too much time. Without rewards, professors s-declined to spend the extra

time. At Eniory University the faculty and students were persuaded to accept the .

curricular shift from five 3-hour courses to four 4 -hour courses by the incentive. of

'freeing Wednesday of each week fibp all 'scheduled academic and educational activity. At

Michigan State. University in the early 1960s the faculty members in the Department of

Natural Sciences were persuaded to enlarge laboratory sections byifive stations each /

through the incentive of'substant.ial salary increases during a year of overall tight

budgetary restraints. At New MeNicO State University the departMentsin_the College of
Arts and Sciences were finally persuaded to ease up on-graduation requirements in return

for assurances from the central-ad nistration that. departments. would not lose positions

even though enrollments dropped.

This discussion of payoffs or incentives may appearto deal only with superficial

values. More profound value, such as enriched education or better use of student time,

might conceivably operate. Unfortunately, most of the examples of innovations do not

support such a view. Bowen and Douglass (1971) in considering various instructional-

patterns and their attendant costs point out that by including foregone - income, tuition,

books and supplies, and living expenses,- student time s worth perhaps $3.60 an hour.
Since.hat cost is fixed 'by the labor market, the only way colleges could economize on

student time would be to-raise the quality of instruction so that more is learned in'a

given time or an equal amount is learned in less time. Much of the rhetoric of
educational reform contends that institutions are indeed trying to make"the'use of student

time more efficient to them. However, the many actual examples suggest this is not really
attempted and that other Considerations, such as institutional sayings or faculty

convenience, are the operatiVe ones. If colleges and universities were required to pay
students for their time as they do other employees, a different posture would undoubtedly

result.

PERSONAL INVOLVEMENT OF INNOVATOR

Related_,to the matter of incentives and motivation is the needfor one or several

people to become personally, professionally, and emotionally involved with an innovation

to insure its adoption and institutionalization. Increasingly it becomes apparent that
individuali who attempt innovation or change in institutions of higher education are
somewhat marginal individuals with respect to the total institution-or a sub-unit inthe

organization, but not so marginal as to be ineffective. Marginal'is here used to mean an

individua who is in procesS of moving from one significant reference grOup to another,

but has no yet been established with the new group nor achieved a new role. Individuals

functioning olidly within a department and imbued with departmental values are not likely

to attempt ma or changes in course offerings; in departmental administration, or even in



prevailing modes of instruction. Similarly, individuals occupying_ central roles in the

various administrative or:governanae units Of an institution-are-not likely to quest for
-

new approaches that might: upset a balance favorable to them. Rather, the individuals who_

undertake substantial innovation and change are persons somewhat on the periphery of an

institution or sub-unit. Being somewhat peripheral they:can question prevailing values

and examine alternative ways of doing things without threatening their.own positions. .

However, once such a marginal individual begins an innovation he or she must obtain .

continuing satisfactions from the activity or else the pressures of resistance.will prove

irTesistible and continuation of the activity will not seem worth the effort.

i

This concept of the marginal individual turnect.,innovator can be elaborated by

observing the evolution of new academic fields. In general it appears that those who

become involved in the creation of new acadeld or professional fields are individuals who

were originally trained or experienced .in one field, but who for a variety of reasons

found themselves marginal to that field. For example,Ithe professional study of higher

education as a unique phenomenon emerged dpringthe 1950s and 1960s out of the efforts:of

a number of persons who had found themseWes somewhat dissatisfied with'their original

academic. affiliations. Thus, Paul L. Dressel migrated from Mathematics, David Riesthan

from Law.and Sociology, Robert Berdahl. from pOiitical.Science, and Joseph Katz from

Philosophy.

.

.
Some of the dynamics involved her are revealed in-..several brief cases. In the early.

1940s, President John A. Hannah, wishin to transform a small Michigan a ricultural

college into a major university, 'decided one of 'the first steps should be to reform the

undergraduatecurriculum- He asked a m+nber of the School of Agriculture, who had been

dissatisfied with the undergraduate education he saw students receiving, .ito chair a

committee to.study the institution-wiae c) problem of undergraduate-education. Thus a

marginal individual was selected for the key role in producing an innovation.. Once the

committee had done itswork and the total facUlty approved the'idea of a iniversity -wide

general education program offered by a separate college withits own budget and its own

faculty, the innovator's position was legitimized through his appointment as the first

dean.

`This discussion should not imply that the existence of a marginal individual turned

innovator is an essential condition. Many attempts at change and innovation are made by

other kinds of individuals, including consultants, deans of instruction,. deans of faculty,

or professors who are simply curious as to:whether something-could be done better. It can

be argued,- however, that the phenomenon of marginalityis an important element leading to

innoVation, Individuals who are generally satisfied with their poSitions in an

organization and with their own performapae are not likely to'seek very diligently to '

discover ways of changing. It is the individuals who are not securely lodged in a

satisfying role, oi,who have become disenchanted with mainstream 'activities and processes,

or-who while somewhat satisfied still set greater. satisfaations elsewhere, who are most

likely to attempt radical. reform.

/
This point is counter to the notion that a successful and secure person is-more

likely to see needs and try to meet them. Howevet, in the cases examined here the

successful innovation is produced by the marginal style individual.. Forexdmple, anew

biomedical engineering program created by a good but dissatisfied mechanical engineer; a

program to train teaching assistants in chemistry created by a good chemical researcher

who saw greater satisfaction from teaching people to teach; or a program of a self-styled

"kinky" engineer who created a center to improve instruction and a new core cuirkulumfor

all engineers regardless of field.

PREVAILING OLIGARCHY

Another element in innovation and change, although it may be involved differently,

:either to encourage innovation or to.resist it, is the oligarchy o power and influence on

college and university campuses. McConnell and his associates hav identified three

aategOries pf facultygladiators, spectators, and apathetics. `The gladiators are a

'relatively small group of people who take.personal responsibility for participating.in

academic governance and who 'exercise an influence far beyond their numbers. This .

.oligarchy frequently will be composed of faculty and administrators who, over the Years,,

play a game of 'musical chairs with committee memberships, committee chairmanships, and
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administrative posts. McConnell' and his asSociAtes speculate that perhaps as many as 80%
of a facultr either never hold committee membIrships or do so only once. The remaining

hold many memberships and in time will have.served on most/iMpprtant policy making and
administrative committees or commissions (McConnell and MortiMer 1971)

These...oligarchs,rusually control--and sometimes
withhold from the-electorat/eat large--the information
.on which deciSions are based. The posSession of this
information enhances their potential power to guide

decisions toward specifie.ends. Oligarchs often play a
useful role-in represen ative or democratic systems of

governMent. They enab e a larger organization to
fl.m?tion efficiently: They,do this in part by saving
most members of the rganization the necessity of
acquiring, analyzin , and classifying information and
also by acting expe itiously when it would be
cumbersome and ti 6-consuming for the larger group to
decide the issue ..[Oligarchs] as 'amateur
administrators' ay provide a-bridge between faculties

and administra ons. But,there are also dangers in
oligarchic ru -... oligarchs tend to become insulated

from the fee ings, perceptions, and,. views of the

organizatio as a whole. Remote from their
//

constituen ies, they thus become less responsive to the

changing oods of the body politic. Furthermore, they
may become especially divorced from particular segments
of the faculty. (p. 171)

Oligarchies ma play.an important role in encouraging or attempting innovation, if
the members see personal or institutional values from doing so. .Oligarchs also can serve

as a massive barricade preventing any significant change in the status quo and linking
their own positions and. the welfare of the institution to long-established practices and

prodedures. If the oligarchy is opposed to change or innovation and there is no
compulsiveness on.the part of a would-be innovator; that probably. will end proposali .fbr

reform. .Occasionally, however, the impetus *for innovation will be sufficiently strong

that its proponents will risk a confrontation with the oligarchy, Such a development then

seems to throw the matter into a political mode, as those who want.change attempt through

the creation of coalitions to depose. the oligarchy or at least force it to reverse its

position. Although oligarchies have not been analyzed carefully, several examples.can

indicate how at least some of them function.

The'first example is the creation.of a program of 13 interdisciplinary courses in
international relations at Stanford University. During the 1960s Stanfordbad searched-
for ,better ways of providing for undergraduate students and for bringing them.into contact

with senior.. professors. A low-profile Center .for Research in International. Studies at
,Stanford University was created and placed under the leadership of the distinguished

4ormer Dean. of the Law School who was finishing out his ,years before retirement by being.

.;,'; ,olf service to the University. He recognized that Stanford:was.A highly departmentalized
1,
iuniversty and that'any direct attempt to produce new curricula that might lead, o new

majois would run. into heavy faculty opposition. Hii plan was to develop a relatively

low rofilie program but \one that.would attract the interest,.allegiance and actual

participation of key members of the Stanford faculty oligarchy. He sought to interest

senior professors who were strong enough within their departments to be able to direct
their own'activities wit little attempt at abridgMent by their home departments. A small

group of senior faculty o igarchs, intellectually equal to 'each other,were placed on, full

salarr for the entire s er, and were being asked only that they' talk with each other

about-the problems of educ tion in international relations. Ouvxof these conversations

the seniorlacultrmembers came to know each other more,intimately.and became sufficiently

interested in a program in international relations to create a number of courses and to

agree to,commit a portion o their time to teaching such course's. The program was created".

and put into operation.with ut departMental opposition largely, in the opinion of the

chairman, because the prevai ing oligarchy favored an effort by some of its members.



'

ADEQUATE FUNDING 1

Another essential condition is adequate funding to Support the development of an

innovation and its initial operation. Innovation and change)net only require greater

expenditure of time and energy, hut also financial resources beyond those normally

required to routinely sustain an institution. -Related* there must be institutional

readiness to provide sustaining financial resourcesiif a particular innovation proves

promising. The federal government and several philanthropic,foundationt sponsor thousands

of_innovative efforts; most of which cease when ex4rnal funding is exnauSted. Only when

an institution is ready to commit its own resourcesIdoes an innovation or change have much

chance to be adopted and institutionalized. A new and demanding program for training

teaching assistants in freshman-chemistry at the University of Nebraska was begun with

foundation support but continued because the university was willing to use its own

resources to do so. A similar ventureNat Michigan State Unrversityproved,:with_

foundation support, that improved teaching by teaching assistants could be. developed.

:However, the program stopped because schools and departments would not use these new

resources to continue what was really a relatively inexpensive program. One signifiCant'

derivative of funding. is adequate time to plan an innovation, to experiment with needed

technology, and to become familiar with what is being attempted so that it can be made

operational.

EXTERNAL FACTORS

Collegiate institutions are reactive, and much/of what they_attempt.depends on how

they interpret what the supporting society and the/surrounding environment seem to expect

or demand. Consider, for-example, the increasing/number of individuals seeking access to

higher education, including large proportions-of;Previously excluded students. As long as

colleges and. universities attracted chief* upper middle class or upper class students who

had already developed and_rearned the values of/deferred gratification, the uses of

knowledge, and high verbal facility, the educational task was relatively easy. CollegeS

and universities simply had to refine these traits and aptitddes. One reason.colleges in

the past seem to have had little impact on students may be because the desired 'outcomes' of

education were already so well developed: But as previously excluded groups began to,

enroll in college, assumptions as to preparation of students or as to effectiveness of

existing educational practices were no-longer warrantable.

Admissions standards based on a spee/ific kind of verbal,facility and previous

academic success were inappropriate for/studentsfrom theghetto who used a different f4

\ idiom and who regarded schooling as a waste of time, especially when it rarely led to

'-economic preferment. Reliance on residence halls and fraternities to compensate for the ,

lack of socializing in large classes/Was inappropriate for youth who-could not afford /-

those amenities. ,Foreign language equirements seemed anachronistic for youth not having

mastered the idiot of the American// iddle-clas into which they wished to move. Cleaily,

if colleges and universities wereto provide for these students, some modification 61

curriculum and teaching, was needed. And some of the reforms of the early 1970s represent

:efforts to do so, as for,elample/self-paced learning systems- with. students never failing

but staying with mask until they mastered it.

A fo difficult to gauge, especially in the United States, ilas the outburst of

stud protest and dissent ,in the late 1960s. The rhetoric of the protest movement

;implied a-desire for serious educational reform. Students wanted an easing of the

paternalistic requirements/imposed on themhby their institutions. They demanded courses

that were more releVant to their interests and the problems of society.- They argued that

typical graduation requirements were moribund. They protested against the presumed

impersonality of the larger institutions. Faculties and administration sought to meet.

those needs through new courses, easing of restrictions, and experimentation with new

groupings of students and new systems of instruction which stressed the individual.

The paradox lies in the fact that more rigorous opinion surveys indicated that most

students were not really dissatisfiedonly the five to ten percent which. comprised the

core of protest (Carnegie Commission 1972)., Most students' behaVior revealed no great

fear of large institutions. -Throughout the late sixties the large institutions exhTh, ed

the greatest growth, the greatest willingness to change and the greatest tolerance-of,
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stu ent reedom. Further, stu ents frequ

i~/ llments in thebard sc'ences soar
i terdis-iplinary courses remained constan

American higher educati

/nstitutlions vying with each-other for stud
began arlew in the late 1960s as educational
plentif 1% The student role of client prod

.

caprici us clientsblunted the efforts to
their iking.

This relationship between competition
i s rev/ealed by Oman (1972), who studied pri

instqution to classify itself as to its fi
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rejected reform once the faculty at4mpte
nd those in the softer, more- -

r beCame so erratic that courses and progr ms
has always been, competitive, with
tst.resources and regard,.and :the competi ion
pportunity.evolyed from beihg scarce,tO t.

ed Attempts to reform.' But the students I-as
ange because what was attempted.pre'ed n t to

at
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aid
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students and.efforts fqr educatiohal'reform
. ,

_liberal arts colleges: He asked each
ial situatiOn: No financial-difficulty,
able' finanCial difficulty. At the same

time be presented atcomprehensive list of eforms or innovations and asked which ones
institutions bad been using and which the)qplanhed to undertake in the near future. The-- .

overall pattern-Of response was almost clalsic i.1 its simpliCity and its import.
Institutions in finantial difficulty planned to nitiate a large number Of changes, While
those in sound financial condition planned relati,ely little'cbange or innovation.

'
.

.
. ';'

Competition for students is also-rtve led in the intensive\interest in new kinds of

students from 1970 onward. Bk 1970'it had beceMe clear that the\orthodox student of high'

.ability and academic achievement and coMfo table socia-economic/ciumstances vas .

attending college.in saturation numbers. t was also clear that there Vould,be a.decline

be filled, facilities used And physical pl 'It paid' for, new students :had tobe recrUited, -'1

in the number of those student's by the end of the 1970s. Thus, if academic spaces,yere to *i

from the younger and older age groups;andlrom segments previously not well served. It /

.
was.also clear that traditional procedures would not be tolerated by new\students. Hence, /1

new educational configurations had to be fohnd that Would deal wifh the time constraints
of working 'students, for example, or that wpuld motivate them to pursue studies the

faculty felt Were needed. Thus by the end f the 1970s, institutions Were offering
accelerated bachelors programs that allowed considerable.credit for life experience in /

'70rder to attract working.students who wante a degree.but would not tolerate traditional

residence requirements or a full four-year

Underlying some_of this attempt to con
'failure of the Academic. revolution. Jencks
profesSionalized faculties, during the firs, two decades after World.Wak II, gainea
Virtually complete control over their own llives.__They could teach what they wished,
evaluate their own performance, andldetermilnevhO should entertheir ranks.. ..,Because

- professors were in shoit supply they'laine job secutity,.light work loads, and/salaries

_that increased each year at rates of about seven percent. As.late aS 1968 presidents of
.,major institutions predicted that within a decade over half.their faculties would be

....teaching one or no courseS and that their salaries would continue to increase at the rate
of'seven percent.per year during the 1970S. In such circumstances there was really no
reason for pr&fessors.to change their edu ational practices.or, for that Matter, to overly

concern themselves with educational matte s. But the bubble burst. Rates of expansion of

student.enrollments slowed and in some in titutions enrollments declined. Federal and
philanthropic-funds began to dry up, elim nating one of the-bases of professional

political power. And while the public still valued higher eduCation, its popularity

dropped and the public began,to demand accOuntability from professor's.. Among the

consequences of this reverse of fortunes was the -rediscovery of the undergraduate student,

especially in the large research.,Oriented universities. No longer vas the undergraduate_
only .a source of funds and one who_could be taught by graduate students or marginal '

faculty. Rather, the undergraduate was someone to be courted and provided with seminars..
offered by senior professors or new kinds pf,enriched coUrses. Some professional schools

that in the 1960s restricted enrollment to graduate students.began tooffer courses and:,
entire programs designed to please undergraduaes. It is theorized that. in any

organization, whichever. segment Produces the greatest income eventually gains influence .

and then domination. In -the 1960s graduate students Were-a major source of funds through'i

% participation in research contracts. However, in the 1970s the undergraduate student body

_emerged-as the major source of funds through tuition or,formulabased appropriations. To

insure that those funds were forthcoming, undergraduate interests.and'needs became
influential. Underlying many innovations.was the belief that educational'Ofe had to-be
improved forUndergraduate students in order te) keep them enrolled.

rogram.- .

..

,

i - ,

orm to student expectations was the ultimate
,

and Riesman (1968) have described how the
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Another p werf 1 force promoting innovation was.the emergence of various-academic

sub-specialties. A e professional study of higher educaion developed during the 1960s

and its represe tati es saw reform as a major reasonforheir existence. Centers for the

improvement of nstructi n came into being with staffs whp could safeguard theit own

professional po ly through demonstrating that they did make a differenCe;:i.e.,

produce change. magazine CHANGE could grow only if it were seen as a wellspring

for innovation nd ref rm in higher education. The work of the several commissions and

task forces dealing h higher education policy couldonly be validated if they 'produced

change toward a' resu ably more desirable kind of education. Publishers of books dealing

with higher'educ do 'required an expansion of. new activity if their sales were to

continue to rise 0 t\of.''Such\Complex interests has grown'a substantial pressure group

whose purpose is rpMbte innovation, change, and reform.

1, ..
An important ingredient tcY this pressure is the new kinds of institutions created in
,

A the late 1960s an earin 1970s and_ devoted to the principles of experimentation and

A change. !While ma y factbrs have entered into the creation of the University Without

"malls, various.ne colleges, andjreestanding graduate school's, several seem especially

germane. By the ate 1960s academic posts in established' institutions began to be in
i

short supply. To some academicians it seemed that the creation of some new kind of

institution havin a distinctive character was' a good way, to enter and stay in academic

.life when other mo e traditional avenues were closed. It is true that-a great deal of

idealism was invol ed as professOrs in those institutions sought to serve new populations.

But it can also be speculated that a disproportionate number of people active in new

institutions were .eally marginal with respect to traditional academic institutions and

found oppertunity.in new ventures. ,

Other forces may be but briefly noted,,in part because it is difficult to establish

clear-cut relation hips.` Certainly during the late 1960s public criticism of higher

education mounted a 4 deMands for reform became widespread. However, neither editorial

comment, critical'neW's reporting, nor the writings of protesting students explicitly

suggestedthe kinds of reform desired, with the exception of public demand that students

be controlled. If the e of the injunction, the preparation of contingency plans for

meeting campus disturbances, and the development of student charterSand judicial

procedures are classed asA.nnovations, then there was a connection between public

\

criticism and change. Similarly, if the growth Of statewide coordinating councils,

supra-institutional boards and systems of campuses are judged as innovations,' then the

1
public and legislative concern for rising costs is clearly related to change.- But with

respect to the central acts of education--teaching, advising, testing, and the like--the

power of public criticism was generally not involved in change.

Expanding educational-technology certainly exerted an influence on the conditions

; benefiting change: The advent of televiSion, transi-storized tapOecorders, tido tape ,

recordings, and the computer presented a tempting,ariay'of intrumen0-wit41 eduCational

potential. Several of the larger corporations such as IBM, Geheral\Dnamics, and

Westinghouse believed that the technology could force a, revolution in the practice of

education and that the revolution could be profitable:" However, collegiate institutions

proved highly conservative with respect to technology. So while available inexpensive

technology is'a necessary' condition for some kinds of change, it has ncit.been a moving-

force. Of course, it may yet become so. Videbtape cassettes and portable computer

terminals'seem potent enough-instructional tools that they may eventually command use. ...,

Much of this analysis has stressed economic 'forces as producing change. They are

important. However', there are otherAbices which draw on idealism, a'strong

egalitarianism, and an optimistic view that 'education is important and can be improved.

Reformers certainly are aware of economic. and-status consideratibns. However, without

people-striving-to-better the human condition, no amount of financing, leadership, or

technology would likely leadto much.- ---:- -_
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SECTION 3. UNSUCCESSFUL EFFORTS

Unsuccessful efforts:to produce innovation or attempt change may be due to th

absence of-one or more of the factors listed earlier. In additiOn, this section lo ks to

problems or barrier8:.to innovationthat are inherent in educatiOnal

organizations--uniquely, so in higher edliCation.

Collegiate institutions possess a'general form andstructure. which it well suit d to

providing. certain kinds of :educational services. So long as formal education was the

principal commodity, a simple structure could workeven'in institutions Of considerable

size. But during the last part of-the 19th century and the first half,Of the twentiet

century, 'collegiate institutions assumed two other major pnctions,.service and research,

but did not change their administration, and organization-to accomudate those new

activities. For example, teaching and research are activities with distinctive styles and
Idifferent, often contradittory, requirements for organizational structure.. Tol.the-

researcher, ideas ire -more important than people, .The 'Undergraduate student is less

valuable than the mature graduate student who assist with research. Scholarship

generally, is an individual enterprise and does'pot fit well into.a department created

pritharily to.-,organize teaching. Further, for schblars,,judgment oftheir work will
generally come from off-campus rather than their own departments. When libraries and
laboratories were primarily adjuncts to teaching:. they could be maintained on a relatively

modegt scale. The research component., however, required:that those facilities-continually
expandand become more, expensive. -' When scholarship was conducted primarily:to prepare for

teaching it could be done during summers or on an occasional Sabbatical year. As the,
requirements'for'retearch tcholarship'increased, however, such limited amounts of -time

were insufficient. That time, especially in the.larger universities, was taken from

teaching, and working with undergraduate students: This tendency was intensified by the

fattjhat resources greater that a single institution could provide were required, and

those funds lay outside of the effective control of the institution's administration.

Faculty members Came more frequently to regard sources of funding as the significant

determiners of their activities rather than', their own administrative officials. A tenured

professor- secure in a grant relationship could reject pleas from the department head or

dean'to. take on,more teaching or to improVe teaching. Overall, then, the growth of

research activities has-undermined traditional organization structures and produced new

structures frequently in competition with traditional ones. These dysfunctions. have

proved to be effective barriers to educational change although research has certainly

changed the roles of professors.

A related organizational difficulty is that institutions of higher education are

managed and governed by two distinctive structures almost superimpoted upon each ather.

The first system is a hierarchical structure with a r,Dard of Trustees at the apex which is

_legally responsible for the entire institution and its activities. This Board appoints a

Cpief executive officer, establishes.b.road institutional goals and policies, and then

delegates the actual conduct of the institution to the chief executive officer. This.

officer, in turn, presides over a relatively straightforward line and-staff organization

with typically three principal line subordinates in the areas of academic affairs,

finance, and student affairs.

Superimposed on this straight hierarchical model.is a collegial structure which

assumes that faculty members are professionals responSible only to themselveS,and their

colleagues. These faculty members decide'. themselves mh'Om they will serve and with'what-

technologies, and[evalUate their own performance. Collegial tradition in colleges and

universities grew slowly in the .United States. First, profestors gained hegemony over the

subjects they taught, then some degree of control over the total'curriculue.and conditions

of student life, then some degree of protection against.authoritar'an acts of Boards of

Trustees and Presidents, then considerable control over the member hip of the
professoriate itself, and finallY,' the adoption of the.theory, at least, that the

professoriate was essentially the institution and hence had the fight to control its

destinies. What has eventuated then, is a dual structure with etwo elements existing
in a:constant state of- ,.tension,, and the net effect is a slowdo in the rate of adoption

of changes. An extreme ezampTejs a compkex midwestern state iversity where 24 months

are,required before a significant suggested change in departm.ntal ,course offerings can be

accOMpliShed. The two structures, hierarchical and collegial, monitor each other at.the'

departmental, school, campus, system and state,level, thus producing interminable delays.
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A second unique- characteristic of colleges and universities Ii that they may very

well be organized anarchies, according to. Cohen and March (1974). \Oltanized anarchies are

defined as organizations possessing
only' problematic goalS and operating on a variety of

inconsistent-and often ill-determined references. Such organizations are unclear about

their goals and about the teChnology needed to achieve goals. Colleges and universities

do not understand. their own processes but operate on th:: basis of a\ \simple set of ,trial

and error procedures. Actual rational searches for procedures are based on historical

accidents,- imitation, or contrivances derived from dire necessity. Further, collegiate

institutions possess no generally recognized way of evaluating the achievement of

uncertain purposes and-goals.

Organized anarchies pose several critical problems regarding innovation, change and

reform. The first problem is how intelligent decision-Making can be developed in a

situation where goals are unclear. Relatedly, given the shifting nature of the clienteles

andthe varied and often conflicting puiposes,loWlmanagers and decision7makers can

establish priorities for their. attention. Theories of management assume the existence of

a well-defined set of goals and.a clearly understood technology. Since these conditions

are not often found in colleges and universities, we can question whether there can be an

adequate theory of management-that administrative officers can -app4cand that can be

taught to.aspirant administrators.

: ResiStance to changes and innovations in the educational realm of cdllegiate activity

seems also to be related to the professoriate itself and the kinds of individuals who are

drawn into cullege teaching. 1,uture college professors seem to be people of considerable

intelligence who at relatiVely young ages become intrigued Mith'isolating activities such

as butterfly collecting, star study, chemical experiments, or reading biographies% As

those interests deepen, ti4 incipient professors find more satisfaction in solitary

activities and less satisfaction in'gregatious undertakings.. As college Students; their

interest in a subject deepens as does the quandary of what to do vocationally.- By early

sgradudte study years, they-become convinced that college14eaching is the,only career which

will provide income but still allow considerable time for reading novels, collecting, the

study of history or whatever. laus are produced professors whose main concerns:are their

subjects, supported typically by the perfunctory performance of. teaching obligations.

Serious concern for the processes of teaching orthe coordination of one subject idth

others is viewed as pure distraction.- Suggested changes in how subjects are taught\ are

likely to be viewed as excessively` ime-consuming and are resisted, Obviously, °tier

forces do motivate professors in their roles. Some faculty members like to work with the'

young; some become professors because of family tradition. Some use the role for upward

mobility. However, the significance of the subject specialty cannot be overlooked.

As a general rule, one should assume that most experiments, changes, and innovations

proposed for colleges and universities mill be initially resisted. The prescribed,

curriculum of the nineteenth century college persisted long after. its utility had ended.

The values of good advising have-long been demonstrated, yet faculties haVe adopted

effective systems which work. Television has been shown as an effective instructional.

'device, yet its widespread use has not taken place. When attempted, experiments will be

relatively short-lived, and they will be incorporated into the institutional-fabric only

with considerable ,difficulty. This resistence can be broken down-by the prudential use of

some manipulation techniques. But they must overcome substantial barriers which fall into

several. categories:

Institutional"Regresskon
Lack of Evidence

1

Lack of PurpoSe of Change
-Institutional Overload
Faculty Fatigue
Student Apathy
Failure,tb Examine History
Pel.Sonal Relations

Departmentalism
Inaccurate Assessment of Social Need'-
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INSTITUTIONAL REGRESSION

.Despite verbal adherence to diversity and pluralism, American collegiate institutions

tend to regress toward a mean or\mOdel type institution. In the last half of the 20th

century the model American institution was large and growing, complex, serving a number of

different purposes, and seeking not only to provide a single kind of education; e.g.,

liberal education, but seeking to mbrace-other forms of education as well. That model

image becomes engrained in faculty and administrators through a long socialize ion

process, and there is a tendency for such individuals to favor decisions which ill move a

'given institution toward that prototypic form. The point can be illustrated by bserving

institutional mutations. The private liberal arts colleges having the single pu, b5e of

educating undergraduates then add teacher preparation, home economics, business, social i\

work, and other'professional and
sub-prOfesSionallfields and.then enter graduate work,

frequently in respons to,faculty feelings that their members ere not respectable unless

they are serving an institution offering.graduate work. The teachers' college similarly

Mutates by adding arts and sciences to professional education, then other professional

fields, and then graduate work, doctoral work, and research. Technical institutions such

as Cal-Tech or add social science and hums.nistic elements to their programs until

they becote in fact comprehensive universities polarized around science. EV'n junior

colleges reflect this movement in states where it.is permissible for them to ,seek

foUr-year.-programs.
In' states' where such a change is contrary to public policy, advanced

work is offered under the'guise' of courses for community service in the evening or

extended day program.-

.The pressures ;for institutions to change in these directions are considerable. At

the same time, much'ef educational innovationreprsnts attempts by institutions to be

different and to accoMOdate /he needs of a pluralistic society. Thus, much attempted

innovation must strugglea-gainst pressures for conformity. Schools of education create

the doctor of education degree iS-an innovation to meet the peculiar needs of individuals..

who will become educational administrators, yet the prevailing norm for doctoral level
m

work is the Ph.D. Hence, schools Of education try to-make the Ed.D as much like the Ph.D.

as possible. More recently, the doctor,of arts degree has been highly touted, yet when

institutions such as Carnegie-Mellon University adopt the doctor of arts degree, pressures

begin to mount immediately to make it comparable to the Ph.D.

The prevailing norm for a college teacher is to lecture to a group of students. The

pressures of that norm are considerable, extending to guilt feelings if the teacher does-

other than lecture. Many suggested changes in teaching imply elimination of lecturing;

professors can tolerate such change only if provided rather substantial psychological

Support: Once supports are removed, the tendency is to return to older modes. Some

professors do seem to like.the more crnsultative role whiCh self-paced instruction

requires. But even then, lecturing often creeps back in.

LACK OF EVIDENCE

Another constraining condition is the lack of relevant, persuasive evidence that

innovations or changes produce results different from those.obtained through more

traditional ways. The effect of this lack can be seen only through inference, because

there is little recorded. testimony that lack of evidence is a .significant factor.in

rejecting proposed change. It is unfortunately true that systematic evaluation, including

measurement of results, is typically not included as a part of an educational innovation

or change. If it is included it is casually done with the data.far 'from sophisticated.j

The reasons are severalfold. First and most fundamental'is that educational processes are

so extraordinarily complex and the factors that actually produce educational change in

people so variable that it is.extraordinarily.difficult to measure changes over time, and

then ascribe causation to some single variable, such as a new curricular structure or at

new mode of teaching. So many different things that can-.have educational impact happen to

even during relatively short periods of time, that to claim a programmed

course in economics, for example, brought about a perceivable change is highly speculative

at best.

Secondly, many educational innovations are intended to be qualitatiVely different

.

from previous practices to such an extent that it becomes Meaningleis to compare the .
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performance of students who have taken an interdisciplinary course in engineering design

with students who have taken other courses only. tangentially',focused on problems of

design. Suczek (1972),'in reflecting on 'the-experimental college at Berkeley, ended his

rather comprehensive and complitated evaluative study with theremark, "To compare an

experimental program with a conventional program -- especially in terms of quantitative

measure--leads to the anomaly of comparing qualitatively different entities on a

quantitative basis. More important, such a comparison is based on the queStionable

assumption that two qualitatively different experiences can (and Perhaps should)-be

expected to'read to the same quantitatively-Measurable consequences." (p. -1-771

-Even if these two difficulties could be overcome, others intrude. Systematic

evaluation'requires technical skills of "instrument construction, sampling; research

design, statistical analysis, and the ability to make educational and psychological

inferences from data. College professors except in the professional fields directly

concerned with those skills, simply lack them and either must use quite primitive.

-techniques of assessment or obtain the services of technically qualified associates. The

former course produces little information of value and the second complicates, the

educattanal innovation and increases the cost. In.additiOn, systematic evaluation is an

enormodsly time - consuming activity. Consider, a rather uncomplicated design that would

reqUire.pre- and posttesting _experimental and control group, each taking the same

semester college course u through different modes. The pre- and posttesting should

include a'test of knowledge, several. attitude tests, and one test of critical thinking.

The construction of a 50-question college test with sufficient reliability to insure

confidence in the results requires a minimum of an hour per queStion. To produce a single

21-statement attitude test'that'can obtain a rank ordering of attitudes requires a minimum

of 100 hours. And a short half-hOur.test that can'be objectively scored and that measures

several critical thinking abilities will, normally require two or more hours per test

question, if sufficient reliability is to .I?e obtained. Thus, for the sheer Construction

of measuring instruments this simple innovation would require. at least 350 hours of work

by a technically qualified individual. Few plans for innovation budget-for such an

expenditure of time. Even if such a sophisticated evaluation were reasonable, all too

frequently the results are inconclusive with the final generalization being "No

statistically significant differences occurred between,theekperiMental and the controlled

group." Thus at the end of the attempted innovation there is little way-by which others

can be shown the values of the innovation, other than throd,,, persuasion, political

manipulation, or in a few.situations, by fiat_

Problems of evaluation are reflected in several quite different educational changes.

One project involved computer-based learning in American Government. Thprofessor and

his graduate student-first prepared six,games involving political science principles

applied in such complicated phenomena as a tenure dispute inyotVIfig a teachers' union or a

congressional committee chairman attempting to steer a higher education bill through :3

committee. These games were prepared for use in a computer with the intent that when all

_six were prepared they would be.orcheitrated into a full college course. The original

plan called for
.., usingthe,full new course experimentally during the summer session.

-bowever,),kgh'tZstudetlf enrollment forced postponement until the fall of 1970. When

finally, conducted, the experiment involved 100 students who took the new course, which was

diiiided into alternative weeks of formal lectures and work at the computer console playing

,7.-----77

t ough the six games. An important part of the original design was to have been a

.pretesti'posttest-assessment. However, for a variety of reasons, including the

poSsibility of some departmental suspicions, the formal assessment did not work because

the poor quality of the test materials:
1 /

d'''''

,L /.--- ,In another experiment, .a modularized course in critical thinking, careful evaluation,
=."

was-an.essentialypart of the original design. Howey.er,-the concerned professor

encountered much.delay in constructing the modules. EvalUation'had to be : pcistponed and

finally-was eliminated In addition, neither the professor
were

06 course nor

those wl had been.solicited to help with, the evaluation were know100able concerning

meas ement of critical thinking. In another situation, a r §lOrwhe attempted, to use

..,, sim lation games to teAgh,prrneOrs' of experimental psy .- 1To gy was himself technically

"...ccompetent to deffteand !:iand t psychological inquiry and to carry it through a systematiC

7 pre-test, post-test psych metric study augmented by information obtained from student

questionnaires. Howev , the measurement revealed no significant differences on any

dimension between t experimental and control'groups. The professor had to rely on-his

own persuasion th a number of profound changes did. take place. In all likelihood they

did, but impre Ions will not generally convince others to tdbpta new device.
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this matter of the signifi ance of lack of persuasive evidence aS a condition of
failure is'complicated' There i some reason to believe that the presence of considerable

1(
evidence still ,does' n t produce wi espread adoption. Milton (1972); for example,

'idertifies a number o prevailing f ulty practices, such as belief in transfer of
training, faith in grades as indicato s of subsequent performance, adherence tr lectures
as an impOrtant mode of instruction, and insistence that students spend a specified period

of time gaining a-formal .education. He then summarizes.voluminous research that indicates

the opposite of each of those beliefs. Yet the beliefs.persist and the practices continue

in their time-honored form. At a policy level, however, the impact of evidence-can be

observed. The Progressive Education Association's eight-year study demonstrated that the

particular pattern of courses students took in .high school bore no relationship to their

academic successes orlfailures in college. This finding eventually helped to ease college

or university imposed'entrance requirements, which-had specified in great detail what

courses students must take in high school. The Report. on General Education in School and

College demonstrated considerable redundancy between high School and college curricula.

The Advanced Testing .Placement Program seems to have emerged quite directly as a result of

this'finding. Perhaps- the most which can.be said is that 'the absence of persuasive
evidence concerning the effectiveness of an innovation or change can facilitate resistance

to the change, but that the presence of even overwhelming evidence may or may not

--,contribute to adoption, depending upon a variety of u nown variables.

LACK OF PURPOSE OF CHANGE.

In a similar vein, the lack of a clearly expressed purpose or reason for a proposed

innovation or change may be a significant condition for-failure, -in one university a

newly appointed dean wanted In attempt a_curficular reform, yet its purposes were never
specified and the students and faculty saw no reason to expend the effort the proposal

required. Academic people tend'to be quite conservative with respect to education
practices and are apt to resist proposals to modify practice, in the absence of clearly

defined purposes.'. further, demonstrating the validity of purpose is no easy matter.

Ladd's analysis (1970) of institutional szlf-studies suggests/that -where study and report

processes were intended to challenge the status quo or to2create an atmosphere conducive

to the acceptance of change, the studies were largely effective. However, if there was

widespread acceptance of the idea that changes were needed, then faculty members could see

the purpose of a study and of implementing its recommendations, and the total effort

proved-reasonably effective.

The precis unction of specified purposes or goals in relation to innovation and

change is m more- complicated -by the fact that universities as organizations seek many

goals ave many purposes and that individuals also have purposes and goals which they

tyy- o satisfy within the Organizational context. A particular change in practice may be

,,...suggested for.a very definite organizational goal, such as balancing a. budget through

increasing the teaching Riad of professors,'yet be antithetical to the goal of individual /

'faculty members to have more time to spend on their own research. The opposite also.can /

happen. For example, innovation to enable a faculty member to teach a unique course whiCh

develops critical thinking skills in students through intensive individualized work would

be antithetical to the. purpose of the dean of the college who wishes to maintain a

student- faculty ratio high enough to satisfy statewide coordinating agencies. It can at

least be theorized'that the changes for successful implementation and adoption of an

innovation are related to the degree of congruence between the organizational and

individual purposes and goals affected by the change. Thus, in a situation in which a '

university wishes to achieve eminence in graduate education and research, and-individual
fac lty members wislt to .Work with selectively-chosen_graduate students, a.suggested. upward

cha e in student admissions standards is likely to be accepted. ,

n general, then, it can be argued that optimum conditions for successful Use and/or

adopti n of a significant change involve a clear understanding and acceptance of-purpose

by the ser and those affected by the change, facilitation of personal goals of the user

and tho c affected, and.consistency'with organizational goals.- As a positive example, the

hiomedicai engineering program at the University of Miami was designed by an individual

who obtained considerable satisfaction from close. working relationships with -the School of
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Medicine. The resulting program produced qualified practitioners for which there was a

lively demand, and the program was relevant to student expectations. -It also furthered ,

the University of Miami's desire to obtain.a more substantial posture in graduate

education without the necessity of entering full-scale into a Ph.D. program.

In contrast, the development of an interdisciplinary undergraduate course on man and -

the environment failed because nf the lack of the above-mentioned conditions. The course

was undertaken in response to constant but /rather vague urgings by the dean of
'undergraduate studies that faculty members should pay more attention to the needs of the

undergraduate 'students. The professor had become vaguely diSsatisfied with,a similar
course and had thought casually that focusing on critical thinking might give the 'course

some.appeal. He had hoped he'could recruit graduate students to construct case materials.
.which would comprise the course, but when he failed to obtain the needed assistance he
allowed the work to lapse because he was.unwilling to take time from his own research to

develop the cases.. In reflecting on hiS decision, he somewhat wistfully- remarked that
such choices would generally be so resolved as long as the prevailing reward structure

persisted in major American universities.

INSTITUTIONAL OVERLOAD

If a given organizational system is overloaded with-too many undertakings At one

time, the chance for successful implementation and/or adoption of change decreases
substantially.- This phenomenon may be operating in larger, more complex institutions

which seem to generate a great many innovations and changes of which only a few are

adopted. There might be some-sort of optimum rate of innovation. In conditions where

rates are low,----there is insufficient stimulation in the environment to maintain generative

activities. ,On the other hand, if rates of change go appreciably above optimum the

organization and its members appear almost frenzied, with no time to perfect change or to

cultivate the adoption and institutionalization of change.- As an example of the latter

situation, the School'of Education at the University of MaiSachusetts, Amherst, under the

leadership of a vigorous individual, is regarded as one of the most active schools of

education in the country. Literally hundreds of projects have.been undertaken dealing

with teacher preparation alone. Yet the very plethora of programi has resulted in
diluting the impact of any particular project,-so that no one can judge with any certainty,

-what the central thrust of the teacher preparation program in the'School_ of Education ".

actually is. At the opposite extreme was an eastern women's college generally regarded as

an attractive haven for underachieving upper middle class girls, located on a campus_of

jewel-like beauty in which an'intellectually arid faculty. offered a curriculum that had

changed in no significant' regard for a-decade, No faculty member 'had undertaken' any

summer. activity for professional improvement for the previous ten.yearS, and faculty

members appeared resentful of suggested educational changes or innovations as they might

be disruptive of a pleasant lifestyle.

It is diffidUlt to decide whether hyper- or hypo-activity is the more destructive of

institutional inability. During the late 1950s and early 1960s the University of
Pittsburgh-under the leadership of Chancellor Litchfield Attempted major changes and

reforms in almost every part Of its operation. The institution adopted the trimester

system; it adopted anew and complicated administrative structure; it adopted a new

faculty and student recruiting posture,; it attempted major curriculum revisions;-it

attempted to speed up its graduate and research programsall to become a distinguished-

national university within a decade. The hyperactivity produced so many dysfunctions and

such a serious drain on the financial.forces of the institution that the University of

Pittsburgh-was forced to seek affiliat'on with the-state system of higher education in

order to remain economically solvent.

FACULTY FATIGUE -

Related to institutional hyperactivity is the problem of faculty fatigue. This can

be illustrated in a number of ways. Institutio,ial self-studies that produce' rich catalogs

of suggested:innovation-, change and reform all too frequently produce little actual'

change, in part because faculty energies are so drained by the self-study effort that they

have little energy left to implement the suggested changes. Eloquent testimony on the

same matter is provided by officials of newer institutions that have been moiled upon by
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regional accreditation associations to conduct several self- studies within' a three or

four-year period, while ae the same time fashioning prograt sufficiently interesting to

attract stuBents. Their faculties were just too tired to attempt one more'sfudy or to

undertake one more major reform. How to gauge faculty fatt,gue is perplexing, for the
optimum time between major innovative efforts rests some place between hyperactivity and

educational doldrums. If self-studies are used to facilitate change, probably at least
.five years should intervene between the completion of one and the initiation- of another,

'and no self-study should consume more than 18 months, and. probably should be concentrated

in nine months to a year.

STUDENT APA ?HY

-A frequently overlooked condition of failure of educational change is student apathy

about the traditional modes of,education. This is paradoxical because many educational

innovations and reforms have been implemented by faculty and administration eager to

satisfy student needs. The desire is historically an essential of American higher

education. With the exception of the 1950s and 1960s the bids to satisfy, students have .

been highly competitive, there being more spaces than applicants. But once the new

interdisciplinary course, or new teaching method, or new-counseling system, is put into

effect-land the immediate. euphoria passes, students appear disinterested and return to more

comfortable and regular ways of obtaining their college education. And students have

reason. Pass/fail grading or the elimination of grades D and F seem to please students

-.momentarily but they quickly find that the traditional symbols represent a much more valid

legal tender than the new symbols. Deep emersion in a subject by an.intimate group proveS
to.be psychologically exhilerating for a time, but students quickly discover' that

participating in the governance of a group and setting problems rather than having them be

set consumes-time and emotion, thus precluding other kinds of desirable activities.

Students find courses aiding in self-discovery initially appealing until the demands for

public disclosure and self- confrontation intrude.

-FAILURE TO EXAMINE HISTORY

A possible condition for failure of many innovations is the lack of collective memory

or actual. history as to what had been tried before and to what effect. Most of the

successful innovations outlinedearlier are- contemporary attempts to refine methods of

instruction long in use. Thus,--television allows, better-prepared lectures and:computers

allow more precise drill and recitation. Interdisciplinary courses are in many respects

1970 versions of 1940 general-education courses. A particular case in point is found in

'professional education, with the 1973-74 fad being competency-based training programs.

Few people attempting competency-based programs - realized that the concept-had come to the

'surface twice since the early 1920s, was.given a serious try, but fell into disuse.

Contemporary faculty members not knowing of the mistakes of the pdsf seem destined to

repeat them. Of course, one cannot be Sure that there are workable ways of providing

faculty. members with'knowledge of the past. outside of a thorough search of the literature./

And one'can be eve', less sure that knowledge of past mistakes willbeheeded. This arguei,

for more systematic reporting ;of innovative practices especially where there is-likelihood

of repetition by other institutions of higher education.

PERSONAL RELATIONS

Time and time again attempts' to innovate appear to be affected seriously by personal

relationships, personality peculiarities, changes in personnel. A project involving

development of creativity in engineering students fell apart because the conception of

creativity held by one member of the project team (based on factor analysis of

intellectual traits) was contrary to,that of another member (based on the poncept of

self-actualized personality). A major research study'on life careers of bl k graduates

from predominantly black and:predominantly white institutions was completed emely late

because the originator of the proposal was a descriptive sociologist and his suc ssor a

mathematical sociologist.' A promising attempt to reduce attrition at the Universi of

AkrOnifaltered when the person responsible for 'the undertaking was promoted to be gra uate

dean.] At another institution an attempt to injkct psychoanalytic theory into the

preparation of teachers faltered when a new academic,vice president rejected as completely.



/ .
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invalid the entire psychoanalytic set of postulates. Am attempt to develop a course on

critical thinking was slowed to almost a standstill as the director of the undertaking

pondered seriously a move to another institution and encountered some animoSity\ by his

department head and dean. Of course, the converse also can operate.. At the Up versity of-

Illinois the graduate dean was a powerful .individual. The fact that'an incumbent to that

position was enthusiastic during much of the developmental work of PLATO (an elaborate

computer designed for 'instruction) contributed materially to the many attempts to use the

computer. i

This matter of personality seems critical enough to require further elaboration.

/
Very real ideological differences that can split or polarize faculties do'exist, making a

staff - developed curriculum or a staff-contrived innovation difficult if not impossible to

achieve./ Some faculty members-are obviously oriented toward research and see as their

principal obligation replicating themselves in the young students they encounter. Others .

with a more applied experience oppose this with the issues frequently being predominance

of theoretical or applied courses and amount of field work.- Contemporarily, many

facultis are split oVer'quantification. Some faculty members-believe that most phenomena

can, be/best understood through. reducing them to numbers and manipulating the resultant

statistics. Others feel that a preoccupation with quantificrition misses'the variety and

intensity that characterize real-life situations. These differences can quickly

degenecate to personal animosity which does affect educational matters. Personal

animosity often derives from basic ideolotical'differences; e.g., advocates" of behavioral

modification feel that their system is so reflective of reality that they come to question

the.j1dgment or even the integrity of Freudian-oriented scientists. In recent years

entire professional schoOls have been virtually paralyzed through the schisms produced by

animosities.' One midwestern school of social work reached the point at which behavior
mod fication advocates ceased speaking with those of other persuasions. It required the

app intment of a new dean and the resignation of several of the most intransigent faculty

mem ers before tranquility could be restored.
.

.

DE
P
ARTMENTALISM

With respect t educational change and to- innovations. involving institutional

administration, organizati6n,: governance and financing, academic departments and the

spirit of departmentalism stand as a major barrier. The creation of academic departments

t

ocused on subjects or disciplines was one of the first academic revolutions in the late

9 arcentury. Since that time departments have evolved into the principal haven for

academic people, providing them security for their work, protection against the ambitions

of rival- departments, and a symbolic expression that professorsare.historians,
economistsorglYsicists first and foremost and not teachers or educators'. As

departments grow and become strong they mark off theboundaries of their members'-concerns
, 1

t and resist attempts by outsiders to encroach'on those concerns. At the"sume time, they ,../

/ serve as limits' that departmentmembers can go. beyond without fear of losing their basic:"/

Security. Departments' have introduced courses reflecting the specialties of their members

and indicating the parameters of a discipline. They have also been the vehiclrillY which

future profesSors could be trained and socialized into the culture of-the particular

discipline. They have been an admirable device to encourag faculty members to engage in

specialized research and to refrain' from scholarship that might transcend the. departmental

lines. ...

Generally departments fall into one of three categeries,.each functioning differently

as barriers to change. First is a university- oriented department, usually found in

institutions of moderate size that concentrate their major energies on undergraduate

education. Funds and"lines of authority stem directly from central administration-, and

the department.and its members align themselves closely to university purposes and goals.

Dtpartmental chairpersons in such units are senior individuals, generally'appointed-to the

:post by the dean. These individuals see themselves as administrators and are willing to

/ use prerogatives of administration to guide departmental activities. As universities

become larger and more complex and. develop more concerns for research and graduate. work,

the orientation-of the department shifts.. There continue to be strong department heads,

but the single authority increasingly,comes under the criticism and scrutiny of younger

faculty members'who are.more concerned with research reputation than with institutional

. goals'. Such departments frequently give the impression of being divided, with the older

and senior members loyal to institutional purposes, and the younger ones looking outside
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the university for their psychological., political, and econOmip support.. As the

university becomes still morepresOgious and nationally-oriented, and as the proportion

of faculty holding.distingUished r earch reputations increases, departments mutate again

to the posture of disciplinary orien ation. 'Departmental members become more independent

and'look to sources outside the unive ity to fund their activities. If senior faculty

members'become department headseit is through election and only.for one or two years'
duration, for faculty members prefer the satisfaction of their own research and work with

their own graduate students. Department heads also maybe relatively junior faculty
members appointed to the position, with the expectation that they will in no sense be

leaders.( Rather, they are expected to take care of the details of the day-to-day

functioning of the department, leaving the department members free to go in their own

directions.

The degree to which heads in university - oriented departments. are interested in

ceducational or curricular matters is important to the issue of barriers. When the heads

.
are favorably disposed, the departments can become examples of eduCational innovative

behavior. However, if the department heads fancy themselves responsible administrators

they likely will be wary of extending innovative activities to otherdepartments.for fear

of'possible competitive advantages to others. If departments do not happerrto be overly

concerned with education, they are still likely to resist efforts by.--central

'administrators to economize and to develop better reporting systeMS and the like.

University-oriented departments become small empires with it leaders jealous of their

prerogatives, including control over positions, and resi taut to administrative changes

such as institution of departmental perSonnel committees or departmental policy

committees.

Within departmentally-oriented its there is the problem of ambivalence with older

\faculty members jealous of thei ositions and resistent to the ideas of younger members. '

\Younger members will eviden interest in change so long as the change increases their own

influence or produces. sources for their own research and scholarly activities.

In the di ciplinary=oriented departMent there is no departmental leadership and

whether or--6:t faculty members are interested in educational innovation is their own

business. If senior professors do become interested, their colleagues accept that as

iSSyncratic behavior but feel no obligation to reinforce their efforts.

The spirit of departmentalsm essentially elevates the value of a subject to primacy

over all other possible values. In furtherance of a subject, new specialists are

recruited and new courses adopted. Suggestions that faculty members might do work outside

of a discipline are antithetical to the.spirit of departmentalism. Similarly,

administrative encroachments on the department are viewedas defiling the sacredness and

symmetry of a well-developed field of study. Departmentalism is glorified and its

exponents redeemed when bright younger people electcto major in a subject and .to pursue

graduate work so as to eventually qualify for a depirtmental priesthood. Profane

activities in the light of departmentalism include being required to teach service

courses, to combine with 'other departments to teach general education courses, to place

the needs of the students above those:of a subject, or. to.see the Substance of a

discipline diluted for the sake of non -major students: Consider for example the feeling,

in some classics departments that their courses should never be taught in translation.yTo

translate is to defile. How departments function has been well examined by Dressel, //

Johnson, and Marcus (1970).

INACCURATE ASSESSMENT OF SOCIAL NEED

A major stimulus to innovation, change, and reform is the desire by institutions to

satisfy their clientele. Colleges and universities, if they are to survive as social ..

institutions, must .detect and respond to social needs, demands, pressures, and changes.

Universitiet and colleges are collectively the social institution created and supported to

provide specific services that people and need and desire. When they fail to .

provide theSe services, or when. they .provide service irrelevant to the existing needs of

society, colleges and universities risk the possibility of their own survival. The 19th
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century American college, for example, almost ceased to be a viable educational

institution, simply because programs involving ciassical,and philosophical curriculum were

irrelevant to the needs of the people who were busy trying to assimilate the fruits of the

industrial and scientific revolutions and conquer and control the continental-sized-gand

mass.

Whether colleges and universities can be sufficiently astute and accomodating is

conjectural. Their collective histories present in almost equal measure correct

assessment and response, faulty diagnosis, and ineffective or no response. On the

positive side, collegiate institutions at the end of World War II were able to perceive in

time that veteran nrollments would be. largerthan expected and that institutions would

have-to modify their physical plants, faculty recruitment poliCies, and educational

instruments if they were to meet the veteran demand. In the early 1950s higher education,

heeding the warnings of one of its members, began to prepare for the impending tidal wave

of students produced by post-World War II's sharply 'increased birth rates. By the time

these'children reached college age, capacity was available to serve the majority of those

wishing college education. A few college and university presidents and professors also

sensed that the several research triumphs of World War II heralded a new day when research

would become piyotal in the society, requiring a partnership between the expertise of

colleges and universities and governmental support and direction. Plans were made to

redeploy faculty into research efforts and to prepare cadres -of2research workers. The

oversupply of.Ph.D.s in the 1970s resulted directly from fideral, state, and institutional

policies designed to do just that:

At the other extreme,.episodes'of collegiate obtuseness and-pnresponsiveness have

been'numerous and critical. Until the death of Martin Luther KingJr., collegiate

institutions acted as .though there were no racial revolution, despite heightened demand by

blacks and other minority groups for inclusion into the mainstream of higher education.

While the courts and the Congress were responding, collegiate institutions, with few

exceptions, were not: Institutions did virtually nothing to modify admissipns- standards,

actively recruit, provide financial support, or modify curriculdto conform with minority

group needs. In another instance, few educational leaders in the4960s foresaw that

-continued increases in.financiol support for higher education ran contrary to the

intractable law of nature that exponential increases of anything cannot last long. Just a

year before the first glimpSes of impending financing difficulties became apparent,

university preSidents could state in all seriousness that faculty salaries would increase

at rates of 7% a year into the foreseeable future and that, state contributions for pure

research would increase exponentially through the' 1970s, 1980s, and beyond. Only a few

insightful individuals, including Harold Taylor, Presidentof Sarah Lawrence, and Clark

Kerr, President of the University of California, saw early that expanded size of

institutions, increased heterogeneity of studentbody, and an almost calculated

impersonality by faculty members caught up-in entrepreneurship would produce revolutionary

outbursts by disenchanted students in times of racial turmoil and war: For the most'part,

those few warnings were unheeded,'and even in 1964 educational conferences could be held

and\books and articles written that did not mention student problems. John Corson's 1960

classib.on academic governance did not include the word student in the index. The events

at Berkeley in1964 caught higher education completely:unaware, since its leaders were

convinced that the silent.and apathetic'generation was indeed a reality. This sort of

myopia certainly affects innovation. In almost a random or capricious order, those in

higher education pickiout emerging issues and evolving needs and attempt to make

modifications to resolve or meet them. Identificationpf,the wrong'. issue jeopardizes

successful innovation just as much as responding incorrectly to the right issue..

Since the end of World War II, higher education has claimed to to be able to do too

much. Claims of omnicompetence result in misunderstanding of needed innovations and

changes--thus enhancing the likelihood of failure. Colleges and universities seem to need,

to make more realistic claims about their objectives and proficiencies. They cannot do

everything their catalogs say they do; Liberal arts colleges cannot preparetstudents for

the many vocations implied by the various professional and pre-professional curricula

listed, ,Graduate schools of eduCation cannot prepare the,many different specialists. they

claim the profession needs, nor can schools of busineSs, journalism, librarianship, or

social work. Junior colleges cannot offer the intimate -counseling they claim with the

size faculty their resources allow. Nor can a program of general education produce people

with deep.awareness of science, a mature set of values, an appreciation for the great and

beautiful, and 'a lifetime' devotion to learning.- Colleges.and universities are well
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prepared to do a few things'well.i They can occupy the time of late adolescents until the
.work force is ready for them Th y can develop and improve language and number skills.

They can provide some time for the young to think about who-they are. They"can instill a

limited amount of.generally needed information to enable people to communicate with each

other. They can create opportunities for young people of the same age. group'to interact

, witheach other. And they can train some students in particular skills needed in some

Vocations. These are all worthy functions-and are quite properlY enough reason for the

-existence of an institution. If higher education were to adopt a more parsimonious
statement of purposes and goals, then innovation or change could be More effectively

contrived. It may be of course that there are ,other needs thatinstitutions should serve.
If that be true, then either additional resources must be provided or else institutions-.

must drop some activities in favor of new ones.

SECTION 4. IMPLICATIONS FOR SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION FROM
'THEORIES OF ORGANTZATIONAL BEHAVIOR

In the previous two sections, factors contributing to success or failure of
innovations in educational institutions produced a reasonable but still incomplete profile

of an innovative situation. Additional insight may be obtained from careful examination
of many. Aifferent organizations, whether bureaucratic, political, or structured as a..

community. SuCh an examination suggests a-number of different characteristics which are
facilitative or restrictive of innovation and change.

The following description portrays.a college or university as an example of

organizational behavior. An innovative college or university is a reasonably complex
institution consisting of a substantial number-of specialists, specialized schools, and

departments whose-members are highly pro.fessionalized. However, there. is also a generally

recognized and-acknowledged centralization of authority that is exercised flexibly to

encourage inventive thinking by individuals and within subdivisi s, but with sufficient

will and capacity to contrive consensus on a least a few innova ive activities. The

institution possesses. enough wealth and power so that needed s ack resources can be

devoted to innovation without seriously threatening ongoing to, erations of the

institutions. The relationships. between individuals in various .parts.of the institution

are reasonably close. There is a formal and informal network of linkages that can

facilitate interaction concerning innovations. The institution is quite. sensitive to.

changing social and economic conditions and possesses techniques to sense genuine changes

or threats in the external'environment. It also possesses techniques to detect
discrepancy. between achievement and.expectation and develop. that evidence into persuasive

communications-to the various' institutional constituencies. The institution also is

linked, at least informally, to other contiguous institutions or to institutions feeling

an ideological kinship and there is a great deal of exchange of information as to problems

faced and solutions attempted.

Such a profile is derived from a variety of viewpoints concerning orgahizations, all

of which are consistent with the cases presented in thii monograph. An organization can

be defined as a social system created for attaining some specific goals through the

collective efforts of its members. and whose structure specifies its operations. Sdch-a

system imports energy from the external environment in the:form of people,' raw materi41s,

capital and the like-and transforms those raw materials into some prodUct or Servidprthat

then returned'-to"-the environment in exchange for new-raw materials. OrganizationaJ

'viability and survival thus.depend ohits ability to maintain a favorable rate of exchange

between its output and the environment. Organizatiohs reflect -a much higher degree cif

specificity of 7tructure and coordination than any other assemblage oraggregation of

people found in a society. ITo a considerable extent the amount, kind, and frequency (of

innovation and change within an' organization are a direct product oPits.relationshipS
with its external environment,_ while innovation and change represent efforts to adapt'; to

and to influence the-total environment. Present_evidence suggests that factors in the

external environment have considerably greater Phtency for the stimulation of innovaticon

than internal factors (Zaltman et al. 1971)
ti

Generally organizations, whether they are education, medical, military, or business,

exhibit characteristics that make innovation and change difficult. Hefferlin (1969) has
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extracted froM the literature five such characteristics. (1) Organizations seem to be-

inherently passive as they continue to exist.through'repetitiveInteractionof.their

members. (2) They exist in order to routinize behavior, to insure the efficient continued

performance' of some task: (3) To. some degree, organizations are hierarchical,. conferring

on, some members. the power to influence those routinized procedures, (4) Organizations

tend to be self-selecting and attract new members whose views and values are compatible

with those of the organization. (5) Organizations tend toward institutionalization and

ritualism, thus insuring organizational stability. (pp. 10-13).

One of the tests for successful. innovation is the extent to which it has become

institutionalized and can function without regard. to the specific individuals carrying -on*

the new process. Ritualism is illustrated when the process for achieving some goal

becomes the goal itself. For example, the study of fdreign.language was originally
adopted to insure that members of certain classes in society could function in

multilingual situations. Gradually, the study of foreign language.came to be viewed as an-

end.in itself, the potency of which can be gauged by the heat.of faculty discussions about

modifying foreign language requirements. .

Organizations also tend. to evolve primarily into means of livelihood for their'

members. The relative importance of organizations may become clouded as a result. The

National Organization-of Higher Education in the early 1970s continued to create new

sub-units such as supra-institutional boards and professional staffs. Even though the

rate. of expansion of higher education had begun to decline, such supra-inatitutional

agencies represented a way of accommodating professional members whoseservices were not

needed for on-campus programs. Some of the resistance of professos'to educational

technology also may illustrate this point. Even though television may be more effective,

it could cost jobs of accepted members of the profession even though providing jobs for

others..

Of the different structures organizations may-adopt; the bureaucratic'structure is

major .and highly visible. In a bureaucracy, a hierarchy of authority holds individuals.

.accountable to superiors for their behaviorS as well as for their subordinates. A

substantial division.of labor among positions within the organzation allows for a high

degrpe of specialization. Uniformity and continuity otask performance are assured by

rules and procedures that permit or even demand that individuals carry out their tasks

impersonally.

Lastly, people employed by a bureaucracy are accepted into the organization because. ;

of technical qualifications, and work within the organization constitutes a career

(Zaltman et al. 1973). Bureaucracies possess a number of virtues to commend them as 'a

desirable organizational structure. They can be efficient in the sense that large
bureaucratically organized industrial organizations can provide cheap, durable, and

plentiful products. The large college has the potential or being an efficient college,by

providing larger faculties, greater variety. of courses, and better services, all at lower

costs.. In a sense a bureaucracy represents the collective wisdom of a society that has

ound that certain structures, are more effective than others. Higher education probably

epresents organizationally the rationalityhat generations of educators have employed to

organize education. In addition, bureaucracy, particularly large -scale bureaucracy,.

o fors opportunities to individuals. It has been-pointed out that large universities

e perienced more student protest during the 1960s than small ones, but at the same time

l'rge institutions offered more variety for students and professors and more opportunities

f r self-fulfillment. . -- .

\

. -,--
'Difficulties arise, however; when applying a bureaucratic model to collegiate

in titutions. The hierarchical principle interposes barriers to. communication from-lower

to1,1.1igher echelons'. Bureaucracies presume predictability of behavior and acceptance by

individuals of definite ways of'doing things. A bureaucracy thus abhors conflict. Yet

conflict, or at least tension, among people of differing ideas may be essential for

Mln ation. Belatedly, bureaucratic organizations presume,certainty on the part of

deci ion-makers, but such a presumption limitsitheTsearch for al teriTht4yes that again is.

an e sential for change and innovation. Innoyative organizations cOnstaiitlx scan their

envi onment to detect emerging variations 90 to consider internal adjustmentkto them.

It is this constant observation of the environment that makes the organization'4nnovative.

Ill
This s in contrast to the bureaucratic organization that; in its pristine form,kmzkes

plans based on. an assumption of predictli Ie events in the environment.
y
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Such weaknesses of a bureaucratic structure have led to examination of other'moders

which might facilitate the functioning of the organization, such as a communications model

which requires many different formal and informal channels of communications, or a

pOlitical model which requires a great dealt of grouping and regrouping of people and

interests as conditions change. This search is encouraged.by.empirical data that show -i

that the bureaucratic model does notexplain how decisions are in fact reached. Baldridge

(1971), for example, in examining hoW.a number of changes took place in New York

University, found that the political model was a m.ch more powerful tool than the

bureaucratic model,- The important point is that organizations/can be structured in
.

. .

different ways and that there probably is no one best structure to fit all conditions.

Very likely, viable organizations function differently at different times, as for.example,/

functioning bureaucratically, under stable conditions, politically. under changing

conditions, and even autocratically under crisis conditions. Benner (1974) studied how i:

Stanford dealt with demands for elimination of ROTC. Before the crisis, negotiations were

handled routinely by subordinate administrative officers. -As tensions mounted a great I,

deal of political bargaining took place among student groups, ROTC officials, and key

administrative-officials. At the very peak of the crisis the president's office assumed

full responsibility to resolve the issue. The fact that organizations do and-probably

should alternate among several different structures is underscored by some of the

generalizations concerning innovation and change that research onorganizations-has

produced.
. .

.

Regardless of whether organizations are bureaucratic, political, or anarchistic,/,they
. .,

tend to behave similarly until forced to do otherwise. .Organizations generally contiue .

to function in historic ways and do not search for change or innovation as long as , .

expectations and actual achievement are reasonably.close; i.e., a college should do what a

college does. When faced with a discrepancy between these two, the organization acts like

an individual solving a problem. Individuals, when faced with a-problem, search t eir

memories until they encounter the first solution that seems to have relevance. Th'
,,,

individual- generally will not examine all-alternative.
solutions, but rather will earch

I

through levels of solution until a plausible one is found, At that point the.ind vidual
.1

tends to make a decision or take action. The levels of solution through which tie . .

individual searches appear t possess, an hierarchical order with solutions over which the

person has control examined first, solutions rtquiringexternalzesources second!, and a

re-examination of the criteria that a program must.satisfy'last.

Organizations follow somewhat th;stame scenariO, reaping certain advantagts and

disadvantages from group problem-solvinglefforts. Generally, although there fS a

continuous mild pressure toward innovation and change, satisfactory organizational

performance is likely to be very close to actually achieved recent-performance.-

Discrepancies will dome :about as individuals compare their own criteria witly/those of

Others and as organizaions compare their performance with the performance of other . .

comparable organizations. When serious discrepancies are noted through comparing such

factors as application rates, average SAT4pcores of entering students, and the like, the

organization is, triggered to engage in a search for! innovations. Although some -. _

innovations do result from accidental encounters with opportunity, the abence of 7-
,

significant environmental change implies only moderate periodic effort toy' innovate. /

Environmental stress, however, is a peculiar'matter. It must-be neither/ too great or too

little. If solving a problem comes too easy, apathy results. If a solution proves too
_,-

difficult, frustration or desperation results. -

This line of argument suggests that stimuli-to innovation are external and that the

innovative process is not programmed. However,- organizations can themselves stimulate

innovation, either by explicitly changing levels-of expectations, or by formally

organizing individuals or a unit to engage in innovations or the stimulation of

innovations. The degree-of innovation produced by-these'internal mechanisms can be

modified through creating explicit time pressure or:through-greatly clarifying and

specifying goals. It is easier to reward, or penalize for failure. or success in meeting

'specified deadline or accomplishing a task with a clear definition. Organizations spend

most of their time on daily routine,'and this activity tends to/divert indiVidUals from

highly unprogrammed tusks involved in innovation. This phenomenon can be deflected either

by specifying-goals, establishing deadlines, or allocating resources to goals requiring

_nonprogrammed activity while at the same time prohibiting use Of those resources for

routine activities. When resources are specifically allocated for innovative program
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r,deVelopment there,ft usUally an immediate spurt of enthdsiasm and work effort. A

!foundation grant totStudy values results in much discussion of values And how to affect

-their. When this activity produces significant changes they. tend to be\incorpOrated into

.routine activities but are rarely re-examined later. An illustration is the considerable

enthusiasm with which a cadre of planners build'a new academic institution and introduce

many-presumable innovative elements. When the initial enthusiasm wanes, however, those

elements are rarely re-examined, except in the presence of external stress.

Important to contriving innovation is the availability of slack-resources, i.e.,

resources not needed to maintain ongoingprograms... Given the availability, organizationS

- tend to look to predictable places for innovative ideas. Harvard, for instance, would see

what Yale did. Organizations tend to borrow rather than invent, so that rate and. ype of

innovation will be a function of exposure. The more contact members of one organization'

have with other' relevant organizations the greater the rate of*innovatiotr. Once a

well-recognized organization finds an acceptable solution to a generally experienCed

problem, the 'innovationwill spread rapidlyto other organizations within '.the industry.

"General Education in a Free, Society" pliblished by. Harvard prod iced a spatA of new general

education programs throughout the country. It is this phenomenon that accounts for so

much of the imitative'curricular planniig.in American colleges and universities.- One
institution develops a ISrogram of black studies to cope with the increased number of black .

.students, and the innovatiotrspreads to all other institutions experiencing' a similar rise

in enrollment.

When a total organization becomes aware of a problem, sub-units will search their -

memories for possible solutions. For the most part these subordinate searches will become

ends in themselves. Rarely are there mechanisms for aggregating proposed sub-solutions

into some rationally defined total solution applicable to the entire organization.,

However;-this process operates differently according to whether an organization:is a

federated one or a composite one. .A federated organization (of which the university is a

prime example) allows each of the sub.-units almost complete autonomy, whereas,the .

composite Organization is like a mosaic in which the meaning of any. sub -unit is achieved

by being an integral part of the total organization. Generally it is more diffiCult to

achieve an aggregat6Iorganizational solution in a federal organization than in a composite

one. Thus it is extremely, difficult for colleges and universities to adopt any major

change that modifies the roles of all subdivisions. Recent self-studies in large

'universities rarely have produced large-scale and lasting changes.

.Whether organizations-are federal or composite there still will 'be differences of

sensitivity to innovations according to levels within the hierarchy. Central

administration is sensitive to broad innovations, whereas members of departments or .

divisions can act almost obliviously to those needs as their, members concentrate on their

own operational goals The president of the university may want the institution to make a

leap toward greatnesbut the chairman of the classics department is concerned with a

tenured appointment for a well-liked assistant professor. A particularly vexing issue is

whether planning for innovation is,.best carried on by administratively responsible

operating. units or by units hayidg'Only minimal,adMinistrative duties, but presumably

greater time and resources. '

Three major strategies for producingorganizational-change are empirical- rational,

normative-re-educative; and the application of power (Chin-and-Beene 1969, pp. 32-57).

Empirical-rations l.strategies assume that people are guided by reason and use that

reason to serve their own self-interests.--Regardless of whether this be true,

empirical-rationar strategies are probably most frequently. used to bring,abouf changes

organizations.and indeedin the entire society in the United States and Western pe.

One subcategory of these empirical - rational strategies is the conduct of is research to

uncover potential answgts-and the dissemination of'this knowledge t. ugh broadly

applicable educationFaa efforts. .Within organizations where nee changes. do not occur in

this may, another rational mode is fOireplace.personnel with hose who will be more

to proposed changes. Although critics say formal bureaucracies frequently

resist change, nevertheless the bureaucratic hierarchical organizational structure is

specifically designed' to' facilitate change. Bureaucracies increasingly employ systems

analysts as staff and consultants to make the bureaucracy more open to change. Clearly
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derivatiVe.of. this isthe attempt to link applied research with the practices of .people_ .

actually conducting the organiy:ation's business. An example is the development in the

1960s of research and development centers concerned with disseMinating their educational

results to practitioners. Ty.s assumed that if.prattitioners are informed of favorable

results of an experiment,:thV-will willingly change their-practice,

Colleges and universities have acted as though this were the.major way to .bring about

changes. They have created offices of institutional research. to produce. evidence and have

set-up centers to improve instruction in accordance with that evidence. They have

.developed systems of performance evaluation that include student opinions, judgments .of

peers and the like oh the assumption that if faculty members know howto change, they

will.-

However, before individuals can change their practices,' they themselves' may need_to,

,change. This fact leads to a second broad category of producing change.:.-

normative -re- educative strategies. Peoples' cognitive as well as affective traits

may need modification. One technique is to help_ people improve their:problem-Solving

abilities, 'so they will be able to detect problems more quickly and solve them more.

precisely, HOY/ever, before problem-Solving ability can be improved, other changes in

human personality may be needed. To undertake changepeople must be'quite open and

unthreatened, and there are a number of approaches to help people reach this psychological

state. Extended workshops and retreats: can creat such an environment; away from campus,

some re- education takes'place almost without awareness:

The last broad, strategy for planned change is the power-coercive approach, which

assumes that someone's will must be imposed on those who should change. The ways power

can,be used to,prodgce change are many, as exemplfied by three specific devices. The

first includes strategies of non-violence that may divide the opposition through moral

Coercion or economic sanctions or both. Second, legitimate political institutions can be

employed to produce change as in the case when the sanction of an academic senate is

Sought to give legitimacy:to a new practice. Third, changes-can be brought.about through

the, composition and manipulation of power elites and.the contrivance of different systems

of alliances.

Although folk wisdom suggests that power-coercive techniques are not-effective in

collekial institutions, in actuality they are employed frequently. A dean will seek the

support of many different individuals or constitutencies before asking the full faculty

for a decision--a clear political tactic. A wise president will consult frequently with

the prevailing oligarchy in the expectation that its members can bring along their own

followers. And direct fear can be used, .as when a provost rejects all recommendations for

promotion, tenure or salary change until the school or department makes certain stipulated

changes.

Such a conception of how an organization functions implies that innovation and change

take place reluctantly. However, Cohen and March (1974) see innovation taking place in an

almost irrational way in educational organizations. They conceive of the university as an

- -organized'anarchy that is unsure of its goals and lacking in appropriate technology, with

no good means to evaluate its efforts. Change, when it does take place, is usially small

and unrelated. to any logical issue or problem.

Even though organizations tend to resist change fo'internal reasons, there are still

enough examples to suggest some of the'Correlations or conditions fax/change. The

conditions clearly are not causal, but theorists agree that-the apSence of enough.

favorable-conditions-can-block an- .attempted change. Generally, /highly complex.

organizations produce more ideas forchange than do simpler dims. The variety of roles

limits constraints and encourages freedom to ex eriment. ithin a compleX institution

there should be enough/decentralization of aut ority to/pncourage freedom to experiment

but enough centralization to make reaching. consensus possible: Obviously, personal '

-relationships within an organization affect ability.to innovate, with a warm and

supportive relationship needed as individuals deal with new and sometimes radical ideas.

Havelock (1969) reinforces these observations with a more elaborate set"of factors

facilitative of, innovation which were derived from several thousand studies.
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The first factor is llnkage--the extent to which mutual communicative-relations exist)

among two.or more parties.. n general the more and strongeL,theIIAages, the greater the

exchange'and use of information. Linkages, both fgtmerlind informal, Should exist for the

resource system, for'the user, for the messagel--and for the medium. Resource systems

linked with each other generate energy,,leVels.considerably greater than the simple sum of

energy available to each resource system. Similarly, users of such systems need to he.

linked together--innovators linked/to opinion leaders, linked to followers who can

disseMinate new. ideas to all portions of the organization, whether it be a small business

or a community. A supportive president needs close ties to the prevailing oligarchy, and

a potential innovator should'have linkages with both: Linkage also is significant for.the

message, because different messages properly linked become. complimentary. Linkage of

various pieces of scientific knowledge produces a new and'Stronger base upon which new

knowledge can be developed. Linkage' mediums are essential as illustrated by the period

during-1973-74 when the public was kept aware and interested-in Watergate hearings, in

part because of linkages between television and newspapers. It may well be that the

Carnegie Commission on Higher Education will ultimately have more influence.than the.Task

Force on Education (1971) because of the linkages between the CoMmission's vast publishing

venture and the daily and prefeSSional Oess.

The second condition is structure--a coherent framework that designates a rational

sequence of steps, compartmentalization, coordination, and diviSion of labor, toward

stipulated goals. The resource system needs to be structured to insure'a division of

labor, a coherent view of the client system, and 'planning of coherent strategies. Even

though there is impressive evidence concerning the effectiveness Of an innovation, the

innovation will remain ineffective if the resource system does not have a structure that

can assimilate it. Users, in turn, should be organized to receive information, just as

the resource system is. organized to send if. Where-the.user is'an organization, the

leader-follower structure must be effective to enable significant receipt of new

information. The-knowledge received should be in a coherent or structured form

facilitated by an organized, carefully contrived medium.

_Structure:emerges as a particularly significant element in successful innovations in

collegiate institutions. At the University of Washington a technically sound simulation

planning office failed largely, because it did not have access to the formal administrative';

structure. Programs of general education at the University of Illinois and University of 4.

Minnesota did not last long nor. affect manyTstudents because. they were only appendages to

established structures. In contrast, a prograM lasted 30 yeais at Michigan State bedause

a formal, recognized structure'was created to maintain it. A program of student

evaluation of teaching floundered at the University of Rochester as long as the student

body was solely responsible for it. It became viable when the administration created and

staffed a formal office. - -

A third condition is openness -=the readiness to give and receive new information.

Closed 'systems and closed minds are by definition incapable of receiving new messages.

For the resource system, openness means a willingness-to -help and a willingness to listen.

Openness on the part of a user is an active reaching-out for new ideas, new wayS,of'doing

things, together with serious effort's to adapt new ideas to one's own situation. The

message itself should be open in the sense that it is adjustable and adaptable to special

circumstances, Potential users should be able to try out and sample an innovation prim'',

to an all -out commitment. Similarly, the medium should be open in the senseof being.

flexible and allowing for alteration to accommodate unforeseen circumstances and

unanticipated-user reactions.

The fourth factor--capacity--involves in a highly intercorrelated way. wealth, power,

status, education, intelligence, and sophistiCation. Generally speaking, the more power,

prestige, and capital possessed by a resource system, the. more effectively it will he able

to. use innovations. A system with massive resources is likely 'to produce more lasting

innovations than.a system with limited resources. Users also need capacity, which

includes self-confidence as well as available time, energy; eduZation, and sophistication.

The concept of user capacity suggests a quality that is unfairly distributed in nearly all

societies. Those most able to use an innovation have high capacity, although the low

capacity individual needs the innovation most. Invisible colleges need to innovate to

survive, yet lack the capacity to create new and innovative programs. The power and the
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attractiveness of the message also is significant. Whether-an innovation be colored
television, the program of the physical science study committee, or the use of jet
aircraft, a highly endowed message about innovation is most likely able to produce

results. The medium also requires high capacity--the ability to store and convey large

quantities of information.

The fifth factor is reward or reinforcement. Resource systems, whether they be

commercial knowledge producers, colleges and universities, or college professors, require

:some variant of profitability, whether the profit be financial, recognition, or simply a

satisfied client. For\the user,- profitability is equally important. .An individual must

receive advantage.from accepting an innovation. Asshall be shown subsequently, one
reason college professors are reluctant to give up the lecture systemis because they

perceive no relative pertonil advantage from different modes of instruction. The reward

.value of a message is extremely important, and the perceived probability of reward is even

more important. The innovation holding out the greatest possibility of reward will
generally receive highest priority, and the value of the message will be heightened if the

medium has value characteristics as, for example, publication of an article in a.

well-respected journal.

Factor six is proximity, illustrated by the phenomenon that people who encounter'each

other frequently tend to leamefrom One another, Effective resource systems have easy

access to other resource systemg, Proximiiy may b:e psychological or geographical. The

proximity of users to the resource Syst m is an obvious phenomenon,' but the proximity of

users to one another is:Also important b cause it reveals'common interests and needs,

Proximity of the message assumes famlia ty to the user and the, relatedness with user

needs. The game phenomenon operates with respect to the medium. .

A seventh factor is, synergy -- forces exerted together or in combination or upon the

same point. Several inputs of knowledge working together over time produce a behavior

identified as knowledge.btilization. SynergyAmplies, redundancy, but it is a purposeful,

redundancy. A varietyof messages pertainingtto the same piece.of`information are

deliberately sent. Successful use of innovation by the,retource. system requires
leadership that constantly exhorts the values of the innovation; Similarly, users need to

be shown intensively over time the values of,the innovation they are Asked to accept.

Effective messages thus have a built-in redundancy that the medium'should allow for.

In addition to these seven factorsl, a few other factors are'related to acceptance

rejection .of innovatiOn. One of these,lfamiliarily, is a type of psychological proximity,

Here a balance must be struck. If a message is too familiar-sounding it may not be
perceived as something new, and not accepted. On the other.hand, if the message is too

_
strange it could be rejected as inappropriate to the, needs of theUser. Another factor is

pvimacy, or being first. What copes first always seems to have a powerful force, which

can be overcome onlyby definite dontrOance.. Status is also important; when,someone or

something is perceived as higher in' ocial importance, legitimacy, or social power, it is

likely to be given more attention. This does not mean that status always operates in the

$ same fashion.. Ambiguity of status may equate, with high status. Resource persons, as

,.,

marginal individuals with no definite status, may be the most effective innovators. The.

last condition involves values. Shared ,values will bring resource systems and users

together, while different values will drive them apart. Users and resource systems may

hold quite different sets of values on some matters, but it is necessary that there be:a

.community of values germane to the suggested innovation.

As examples of the above factors, aptitude testing for college admissionsinthe'form
of the Scholastit Aptitude Tett (SAT) spread west during the late 1950s to ration space in

colleges and universities, in part because the SAT was generally a familiar'and respected

device. Another valid technique for rationing, random selection, was rejected because it

was unfamiliar and.threateninvto the rationality of academic belieft/AHowever, given
-the considerable self-selection of applicants to college, a random device would likely not

produce a drop in student ability levels in any but a feW institutions.) Another rationing

device, the American College Testing Program, had to mount major public relations programs

to compete with the College Extrance Examination Board, partly because the Board college

admissions program was .;.there first and partly because ,of the prestige associated.with the

Board and its eastern seaboard member institutions,7
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Another.- et of elements qeDded for innova.:ion can be drawn from observations and
conclusio about the nature dnd behavior of complex organizations:

/".
Expectations and Performance

/Social,,r'''Social Pressures
Institutional Proximity
Ihstit4ional.Complexity
Centralization
Formalization
Slack Resources
-Capacity
Openness,

EXPECTATIONS AND PERFORMANCE --

-
,In.general," If the achievemtnts of an institution are in balance..wif6 its

expectations, there will belittle 'reason for people to attempt, change their
organization., It iswhen there is widely perceived discrepancy between achievement and
expectation that, conditions' develop conducive to innovation and change. Wide perception
is highly significant because freqdently one segment of an institution may perceive_a .

discrepandy which is,not so perceived by other important segments. Administrators looking.
at.an institution`in'a,broad context are more likely to detect discrepancy than-are
individual faculty members concerned with their own idiosyncratic activities. The faculty.,

in2ndministration in the School of Education at Stanford moved to re-examine the
curriculuM although there was rio- deterioration of enrollment, nor was there persuasive
effort by the university central administration or the dean to point out discrepancies,
between achievement and expectations. Rather, the expectations were formulated by

. individual faculty members4 The discrepancies became apparent,hrough their own feelings
of unease, feelings that were reinfOrced by increasingly frequent criticisms of the
program by students. The converse was 'illustrated in the abortive curricular change at
Hamline University, with the newly appointed dean desiring to make a curricular change
while the faculty saw no significant discrepancy between what they, were doing and what
they realistically could be expected to do. '

THREAT

7, somewhat threatening external environment is frequently an essential'Condition to
reveal such discrepancies. If a college or university interacts with its environment in a
balanced and harmonious way,- most members of the Institution will perceive-no reason for
changing. A threat from the extern nf environment can disrupt the homeoStasis of an

.organization and when sufficiently'severecan force members to attempt to restore balance.

In the 19th century colleges finally had.to_make major changes in the curriculum and
how they dealt with students because;of-theSerious decline in student enrollments.
Institutions were again forced to change when the entire society was threatened by the
technologidal achievement of Russia in ?'crunching the Sputnik.,.,Clearly; some of the
curricular changes in the 1960s were produced by a dissat' fled larger society, as
manifested in student disruption. In the 1970s.a ete orating financial base is.forcing
institutions to re-examine their curricul eir ffing policies, their 'management
systems, and their relationshivriaiWsources o financing. : More specialized innovatiohs
illustrate the same point. Public dissatis tion withthequality of public school .

teaching Forces schools of education to ise their programs. A shortage of college
teachers forces institutions to tail9r their. programs faculty, rather than to student__
desires. An externally forced merger of two adjacent institutions forces faculty and
administration to'attempt new programs, new methods of financing, and new modes.of
organization, and administTatiOn. Perhaps one of the,major innovations in all of American
higher education during the .1960s was the -evolution of public institutions -into statewide
systems. This development,-suspect by faculty -and administration, was literally forced by
public demands.for.access to higher eduegtion and for economical operation of publicly'
supported inWtdtions.
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SOCIAL PRESSURES,

Broad social, political, and economic forces in the total society-produce a changing
external environment, although the precise mechanisms and timing are difficult to.
establish. Thus it seems accurate to contend that the evolution of the utilitarian
.university in the last part of the 19th Century was directly related to accumulation of
wealth by individuals and by states, and tO.the intellectual impaCt of the scientific and
technological revolution.

In a 1967 survey of institutional expectations of the future of graduate and .

professional education, chief academic officers and graduate deans listed the. demands of
the larger society as the most potent pressure for growth ingraduate and professional
education. Need for trained manpower, population pressures, and broad social demands were
the three most frequently mentioned forces. In one way or another most institutions
Planning new doctoral programs indicated that they hoped to Produce their share of leaders

;for the future. Yale and Princeton, for example, planned new dayelopments in profeSsional
education on the ground that educational leadership was becominncreasingly important to
society's future. The University of Maine anticipated increases and\improvement of, -

doctoral work in chemistry and'chemical engineering because of the positive significance
of the pulp and paper industry in the state and the negative significad4 of the air
pollution that those industries produced. Ph.D.s in the life sciences and-IpasiC medical
science were needed just to staff the enormous researcheffort required by PeopIe,to whom
health and medical care has been important and poSsible.

Social and economic- preSsures can serve to abort attempted innovations. During the

late 1960s and early 1970s considerable,interest inshorteniLg bachelor degree programs
developed as an economic move by institutions. However,-three-year bachelors'degree.
programs have not proven' popular, in large measure because the overriding social need is
to keep ,young people off the labor market for longer periods rather than.to move them
quickly into that market. But social and economic pressures also can produce innovations,
as for example affirmative action and women's studies during the-1970s.

INSTITUTIONAL PROXIMITY

Most innovations are borrowed or imitated rather than invented. The amount and
intensity of innovative activity in one institution is related to the proximity, either
physical or ideological, of that campus to another campus. If institutions are
geographically or ideologically close to each other and if channels of communication are
reasonably clear, a great deal of borrowing of new ideas; practices, or artifacts
occur. One would expect the institution in a geographic area, for example, the San
Francisco Bay Area,opthe greater 'Boston area, to be attempting similar kinds of
innovations, suchas Cooperative work-study, programs initiated by Northeastern University
or:programs for Chicanos like the one at. San Francisco State. Similarly, one would expect,

institutions which tend to'identify with each other as, for example, the prestige private
research universities or ihechurch-related collegeS, to -be attempting similar kinds of
innovations. Further, one would expect institutions in ageogzaphic or,ideological
cul-de-sac to reflect few innovations and to be'imitated by few other institutions.'

The significance ofgeographic isolation is more difficult to establish, especially
since some of the institutions most fertile in educational innovation have been located in
geOkraphically remote Pl/aces:, Goddard', College in/Plainfield, Vermont; Antioch College=,in::
yellow Springs, Ohio; ald'Stephens College in/COlumbia, Missouri. -In each of these /
institutions, ,,,.ever/ the geographic remoteness was compensated for by strong ideological

connections among I

/

INSTITUTIONAL COMPLEXITY

Institution 1 complexity is determined-by the-number-ofdifferent-occupational-
specialties in organization and the degree of their professionalism. In'highly complex

college.stand unizversities there is an enormous range of specialization, coupled with an
incapacity of supervisors of large sub-units to understand or control the highly
professionaliz/ed specialists. -This provides a great deal of freedom for individual
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professors to experimerit and innovate, and it appears that many more experiments and

'innovations are initiated in large, complex institutions than in smaller, more specialized

ones. However, complexity also beans that no centralized authority is sUfficient1:
powerful to facilitate adoption and-institutionalization of innovative attempts. Hence,

the rate of adoption in complex institutions appears to be much lower than in small

institutions. Self-studies in large, complex institutions produce many innovative
recommendations, mosti,of which are not adopted because there is no means for obtaining the
needed consensus._-In large departments, such as the Department.pf Economics at the. -

University of Wisconsin, there is a great deal of specialization-and professionalization
of faculty members as each pursues self-interests. Such a department may generate a

number of different approaches to the teaching of economics. But the faCt that one

professor developed a truly effective new approach is no assurance that other members in

-the department will adopt the new procedures, even if there were persuasive evidence that
'the new approach -was a superior one.

CENTRALIZATION

A related factor is the degree of centralizhtion of authority and decision-making in
an organization. In general, evidence from many organizations suggests that the mote
centralized an organization's authority, the less innovative it will be. A strict

emphasis on hierarchy of authority limits what individuals will attempt and report. The

evidence from institutions of higher education is not as compelling on this matter if the

extremes are ignored. In institutions where the president occupies an authoritarian role,
such as isolated church-related. colleges, the amount of experimentation is minor.

-However, in institutions where a great deal of educational innovation is attempted, there

also is considerable centralization of authority, even though that authoritysis exercised

in covert or concealed ways.

The most creative periods of such experimenting colleges as Goddard, Swarthhbre,

Reed, Antioch, and Stephens involved considerable authority centralized in the handS'of

strong-and typically charismatic presidents. More recently, two state universities,

Mithigan and Southern IllinoiS, have been innovative and productive in many are;,s,
possessing a high degree of centralization exercised by strong presidents. It may be- that

these'strong presidents were able to- contrive a great deal of decentralization to
stimulate invention, reserving the exercise of their power to facilitate.implementation.
It increasingly seems-plausible that centralization will have-different effects at

different stages of the innovative process. At the point ofimplementation, adoption and
institutionalization it seems that a:considerable degree of centralization is,needed in

:,order to fashion the necessary consensus to produce general acceptance of anew process or

practice.
- !

FORMALIZApON

Fo alization is the emphasis placed on following specific rules and procedures in

performi g one's job. The evidence from of kinds of organizations suggests that high

formaliz tion is negativelyrelated to innovati because following procedures limits the

range of experimentation an individual feels free t ndertake. But once again the

experien'e from higher education seems 'somewhat mixed. Gene,rally, agencies and

_individu is professionally concerned with reform have urged tgepreparation of faculty

handbooks and guides for counseling, guidance, and instruction. Such formalized materials

are seen by some as an essential ingredient in the innovative atmosphere.. The matter is

complicated by the fact that from'the 1960s onward increasing innovation has been.

attempted in many institutions while at the same time constitutionalism (a reduction of

policies and procedures to written by-laWs, constitutions, and stateMents of process) has

increased. If formalization were clearly antithetical to innovation; institutions-that
develOped.struetured statements of faculty responsibility, such as Stanford and HarVard,

would witness a decline in the innovative spirit. This has not happened. Much of the

reasoning for structured management information systems is to force decision-makers to

.examine more alternatives, thus opening up the possibility for innovative solutions. As

was true of centralization and complexity, it seems that'low formalization might be

appropriate at certain points during the initiation of innovation, but that a higher

degree of formalization might be desirable during implementation.
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SLACK RESOURCES

An essential ingredient for innovation is the availability of slack resources that
can facilitate experimentation and change. Slack resources are those that are not fully
consumed by the routine operation of the institution. In collegiate institutions such -

resources are difficult to come by because all funds are traditionally spent-for
operation. Higher education institutions do'not budget for innovative purposes. As

a
was

indicated earlier, academic,budgets leave-few discretion7yiuns available once payment
for contracted personal services and physical plant been made. In recent.
decades various external agencies have contributed the slack resources to stimulate

.

innovation. However, this does not seem to have been sufficient. Usually, innovations
are pursued only so long as external funding is available. Institutions have been
unwilling or unable to redeploy their own-resources to continuesignificant innovations to

. the-point where they, become accepted. The matter of slack resources becomes especially
complicated during times ofseriouseconomic constraints, and a destructive cycle is
created. Innovations are needed to respond to external threats of reduced financial
support. Extra financial support is needed.to contrive innovations. But the issue facin
administrators is to find funds in the established operation tiHprovide the needed slack
resources in sufficient quantity. 1-

1 .
.....f

I

i-,CAPACITY /

, ,
/

Slack resources are related'to capacity--which involves su)ch matters as wealth,
power, status, intelligence, and sophistication. Generally speaking, the more/Power,
prestige, and capital, possessed by an institution,. the more likely. it will be/able to
sponsor'innovations and to use the results if they prove workable.. With considerable
capacity, an innovation can be given-high visibility, adyertised well, and/Made to seem
,desirable. Withlhigk'capacity, the full limits of an innovation can be prObed and
exploited for institutional purposes. With great capacaiy, the institution can use the
needed sanctions to co -opt technically competent individuals to spend their time on a
particular innovation. This concept can be illustrated with several, xamples. In recent
years a number of 'small institutions with serious enrollment and financial difficultieS
have come to believe that-salvatiOn might lie in the direction of better management
information systems and more complex planning. Yet those institutions lack the Capadity
to_develop.such ,systems to the fullest or to exploit the Systemonce established. Very
-likely that particular cluster of innovations is more Sophivdcated than weaker

.

institutions need. Among recent institutional Self-studies,-oThe Study of Education at
StanfordUniversity" (1969) was widely disseminated,looth on campus and off in the form of'
attractive volumes containing recommendations and supporting arguments. That study was
widely noted, in part because of the capacity of the institution to produce good-looking
and /widely - disseminated reports. The factor of capacity speaks diredtly:to.the.condition
of/a large number of small institutions created for the most part 'since 1965, which
operate on limited resources, but are dedicated to innovative educational undertakings.
Although-many of the ideas developed by such institutions seem engaging and attract
support, theprognosis is not good, simply because'the resource base is too inadequate for
the complexities of expectations. If a small, threatened institution is to promote its .

. own survival, it should try to develop greater capacity, size and complexity in order to
.become a vital and renewing institution. This option is not easily available, of course,
yet Golden,Gate Uniyersity in San Francisco attempted the transition in the 1960s and
succeeded. The thrust of growth was into a strong, vocationally-oriented curriculum. A
new,ly constituted board of Vmstees and new president secured, a. vital linkage to an urban
constituency and recruited !iigh level,-part-time instructors. The resultant increase in
institutional capacity ha..., established the school on a firmer basis.

OPENNESS

The next structural condition. seems essential, but is extraordinarily difficult to
define. Openness is the degree to which an institution and its members are able to
receive stimulus.from external sources -and react to them in creative-ways. Openness is
probably a product of the kinds of people working in the institution, and the degree
complacency or defensiveness with Which they view themselves-and their institution.
Highly academically pretentious institutions tend to function as ivory towers, remaining
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.quite insensitive to external pressure's. Some institutions, such as those related to
evangelical protestant churches, may be defensive and fearful of external intrusions.
Openness implies the ability to undcriake colisiderableself-scrutiny and criticism and the
willingness to seek outside for possible new ideas that Could-bring performance and
expectation into balance at continuously higher levels.

SECTION 5. TECHNIQUES FOR PRO!OTING CHANGE AND INNOVATION

Innovation does not simply happen, even though the, conditions and elements for

fucdessful change are present. Those who are concerned must employ various techniques to
encourage people.td experiment and accept cha ge. Experience has produced some hasis. for
judging- adequate techniques:- For the most par , evidence on the effectiveness of
techniques consists of testimony of those invo ved or observation of changing practice
that allOw inference on the. relationship betwe the changed technique and the actual
innovation.

Perhaps the most prevalent techniques, especially in small-to medium-Sized
institutions, are conferences and workshops designed to stimulate thinking about a problem
area and to allow time for individuals to create solutions. A typical conference --

concerned with innovation and change is the Fall Faculty Conference helclon. many campuses
just before the beginning of fall term. These can vary.from one day to a full week. The

format consists of one or several outside speakerS whose concerns are releVant to the
interests of the institution, together with an address on the state-df the follege by the

president. Administrative ,sub-unitS' are allowed time to plan the Year's activity. There

is also enough leisure's° that individual faculty members can make final their own plans
for the academic yeaf. -In one systematic study of faculty development prodedures, 90% of

the college deans surveyed rated Fall Conference as of more than limited value (4iller.and
'Wilson 1963, p. 36). The author's experience from having served as a speaker or resource
person for several hundred of these, conferences suggest's that they can be- momentarily

satisfying and generate considerable enthusiasm. On one campus the theme is comprehenSive
evaluation of a new curriculum, and the faculty leave with firm intent to evaluate
systematically. At another campus, the theMe may be inaugurating a-year-long program of
curricular revision which again produces` igh_;enthusiasm. However, unless the conference
is_ specifically linked to a more complex procesS of action, enthusiasm wanes quickly-and
not much happens. If a conference is an integral part of an elaborate self-study program
designed to mark the achievement of one phase and to make plans for the next, the oddS for
.producing definite decisions are somewhat greater. If a. definite structure is, provided so

that the ideas presented in the informational sessions are made operational in division or
departmental meetings, again, the odds for success go up.

Workshops'may be either institutional or in 'r- institutional in character. A

workshop program at Stephens College has been a i ificant tool to keep the; institution

experimenting and innovating. Funds are budgete a eh year as salaries of small. groups of

faculty to conduct Summer workshops to develop ne i eas for teaching, 'counseling, and

curriculum development. Findlay College in Ohio has used periodic workshops to help the
college compete-with other institutions. One workshop was a three-day effort held ,after.

Fall term. Each department was expected to generate new courses and programs consistent
with the emerging trends of higher education described by'a visiting resource person.
Some institutions have found that conducting workshops:on campus is:not-completely
satisfactory, because participants are so accessible to other demands on theirAime.
However, whether transporting an entire faculty off campus is worth the additional_ cost is
highly conjectural._

The format in inter-institutional workshops is for each institution, to designate one
individual or a small group of individuals to attend, with a personal or institutional

concern in mind. The attendee works on a solution during conversations with people from

other institutions and.resource people. These workshops will last from-several days to

six weeks. However, the experience of Danforth Foundation and the.North Central
Association Stud)? of Liberal Arts Education suggests that 'somewhere between two-and three
weeks is optimal. There must be time for the workshop participants to develop some group
cohesiveness and'to explore fundamental issues without undue defensiveness, and there must
be time for members of the same faculty to get to know one another and to decide what
their real problems are. However, the workshop must be short enough. so that fatigue does
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not stet in with the attendant drop in morale. Well-organiied-workshops involving ,

appropriate resource people, optimum-amounts of time, and a harmonious mix of participants
have in the past led to significant developments. Participants. from one institution
developed the specifications for a newly created' position of dean of undergraduate

(studies, as well as the political strategies to vin faculty acceptance of the idea and to
tolerate the appointment. A pair of men's colleges located near each other developed
plans for a coordinate women's college that would coordinate witn.both institutions.- The
workshop provided an opportunity to explore the implications of involving women in the two

_institutions. The final reSdit was that one institution became coeducational and the
- other created-a coordinated women's college adjacent to it. Still another faculty team
developed a detailed, revised program in general education, as well as, strategies needed
to gain adoption. The result was that the institution adoptd the scheme-almost
unanimously within five months of the workshop.

.

Several factors seem to be needed if.workshops are to be successful. If it is a-team
endeavor, it should include members of the institution oligarchy and an administrator
sufficiently high in-the institutional hierarchy to insure- that - whatever is,developed is

backed by the power elements on the home campus. If an institution-wide problem is
undertaken, there should be.representation of the academic departments that will be most
directly affected, and there should be clear agreement by the participants as to who is

the team leader. LeaderleSi teams and teams torn by dissension prove_lneffective for the
most part. ''The morale on the home campus of a participating .team should be reasonably
high .because a team does represent in microcosm the home campus. Several'less successful
workshops have involved teams from institutions torn by administrative and internal
turmoil. When functioning at optimum levels, workshops provide inspiration, new
knowledge, time for reflection and testing ideas,'and opportunities to work in a
reasonably focused manner on a problem of personal concern. Workshops in addition need to
provide some kind of tangible payoff, whidh can be extra remuneration or an opportunity to
:combine work and vacation in interesting places.

Clearly, the values of the workshop require the interest and support of key leaders

of the home institution. A successful technique is for the president of the institution
to visit the scene of the workshop for several days, in order to,understand what the team
s doing and to give the'team evidence of presidential encouragement and support. Very

/likely, the progress of the workshop-spawned-project should be monitored once the
individual or team has returned to the home campus. The North Central. Association

;Workshop,- for example, sent visitors'to each campus during the subsequent academic year to
hear what progress had been made. The fact that someone was coming to'visit stimulated
faculty members.to update their thinking and discover what Progress had been made.
Financing also seems to be important. The Danforth Foundation, which spends approximately

$1,300 per participant,. is one of the more effective examples. Underfunded workshops may

succeed but underfunding does not allow participants the richness of program or the ,

provision of payoff that seem essential. In the Stanford School of Education Planning
Workshop, a key ingredient was enough funding so that summer salaries could be paid to the
participant. faculty members. -j

Consultants are fadilitators of change and again the evidence of their effectiveness

is largely anecdotal and somewhat mixed. Outside Consultants are brought.to campuses; for

milk purposes. They may be nationally recognized individuals 'whose-thoughts on .

institutional concerns may assign a patina to them. They may be experts who can,hell4ith

a specific problem. They may be individuals whose views coincide with-those' of a
principal adminiStrative officer'or. a:faculty group. A consultant can suggest actions
with much less threat:than can the loCal individual or group. Or the consultant can be

brought in simply.to acquaint a faculty with major developments in higher education.
Consultants may be invited fora one-time appearance or may be engaged'for a series of

(

visits to ensure continuity. The one-time consultant probably is of most value to
disseminate information, to motivate, or to assign legitimacy to some development on the

-

campus. One visit does not allow the monitoring or.reinforcing to insure implementation
,,,-

of ideas. ,. .
g

Probably of more value than a single-visit consultant, the continuing consultant can
serve as a sociological:stranger who is a part of the institution, yet apart from it.

During periodic visits the consultant can present fresh viewpoints while at the same time
motivating people on the campus to continue the experiments, innovations, or projects they
had agreed to work on. One of the early exemplars of this role was W.. W. Charters, who
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became the pat-time Director of Research at Stephens-College, Columbia, Missouri. His

main position was first,Dean of Education at the University'of Illinois, and then Director

of Research at the Ohio State University. With national prestige, his thoughts.on

education were valued. He would visit Stephens College several times each year for-

several weeksjat each visit. While on campuSThe would talk with manyTeople'about their
concerns and Would stimulate them to experiment with ideas that had occurred to them. A

typical scenario would have Charters taking note's as he and a facultYmember talked.

Toward the end of'the interview, he would remark that.the faculty member had-the,rudimenta

of an interesting experiment, and should feel_encouraged to try it out. If the ideas

required modest financial assistance, Chayters assured that it would be-forthcoming. On

his next visit Charters would make a point of revisiting the faculty member to inquire

about progress and to offer Suggestions for further development. Because of his -

easy-going temperment, he was able to relate well with all faculty members, and becadie-he

was faithful with respect to confid6ntiality, people would talk with him about .

;

fundamental, person 1, and professional concerns.' TMvalue of a part-time consultant for

institutions -is rev aled by subsequent history at the college.--When Charters retired, the

institution hired 'd vigorOus and" mathematically- oriented Director of Research as a

full-time employee:. He immediately attempted to accelerate the amount-of experimentation

to the point that the campus was in a constant frenzy of activity. In addition,jhe had

aspirations of power and used the role of Director.. of ReSearch to aggrandize himself..

\Within several years his activities had br ughCthe concept of the Director of Research as

a change agent into disrepute and he finall had to leave the institution. During the

next five years the admihistration of the college allowed.the role to lie dormant and then

appointed another Director of ReSearch on a part-time basis expecting him to recreate the

role in the Charters-sotiological-stranger-mold. Charters heldthe role for 25 yearS and

his eventual successor :geld the' role for seventeen years.

The availability of discretionary funds for relatively small grants to faculty>

members to experiment appears to be an
d testimonial. The Center at the University of

important forte for innovation, although once again

evidence must be largely anecdotal
Michigan has long maintained.a Wolv ine Fund and the Director of the Center believes that

administering that Fund is one of h/is most valuable responsibilities. By prOviding.dust a

small amount of money hecan enable a faculty member to try something new and,. if

works, to bring about a:change in/practice. ,Michigan State University, with Ford .

Foundation Support, has maintaine.a similar fund and periodically publishes booklets that

describe.several hundred innovations stimulated by judicious use of those funds. When the

Metropolitan St. Louis Junior Cdllege District was created its first president obtained.

-board approval to retain five percent,of the total instructional budget to be-used at the

president's discretion to encoitirage new activities. In practice, the president retained

t,two-and-One-half percent, to each of the constituent:three campuses a pro

rata share of the other two- nd-one-half percent. The presidential funds were assigned

based on competitive facUlt efforts to generate interesting and significant: new ideas.

The Exxon. Foundation has;pe iodically made small discretionary grants to presidents of

institutions to be used in whatever manner the president wishes. Some evidence indicates

that interesting projects resulted frod the availability of the relatively small amounts,

varying between $2;500 and $7,500. But whetf'er-these innovative funds produde long-term-

or lasting change 'is extraordinarily difficult-to determine. A report from the University

of California suggests pat sums granted to improve instruction are well.spent.but produce

few lasting results. Small grants can enable persons to change something aboutItheit own /

teaching or courses. if those -changes do not require sustaining funds or substantial /

extra work, they can becothe permanent. But there is always the danger that when temporary
additional funding ends, behavior will regress back to the traditional.

It is.an aphorism of the _reforming literature that-changes will not come about
. .

significantly until/the/reward structure is changed. The folkwisdom holds that

individual rewards/in higher education go for research, publication, and national /

recognition. So long as that remains true, professors will continue to function in' their-

educational capacity as they have since the turn of the century. Such an aphorism covers

a complex condition. .Firstofall, in the vast majority of collegiate institutions, the .

stereotype reward structure does not exist. In all of the junior colleges, most/of the

liberal arts colleges, and a large proportion of the state colleges- rewards such as

promotion, tenure,. and salary changes are based either on longevity or linked to the

teaching 'or edUcational activities of the professoriate. 'PreSumably then, those.

institutions would be especially encouraging of educational innovations and changes. Yet

there is no Persuasive evidence that faculty membe7s_ in those kinds of institutions are.
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any more or less interested in change than are faculty members in the large .

research-oriented universities. The student opiniOn evidence comparing junior colleges
and universities seems to indicate that students view their junior college instructors.and
their university instructors about the same. Further, close observers of liberal arts
colleges and state colleges perceive no massively different amounts of reforming activity.
When one looks at major changes by faculty members, for example, accepting a new position,
financial rewards do not appear to be critically important. "...Despite the impression
given 1y much of their conversation -that academics are obsessed with pay, it appears that
in making job decisions it is not an important matter..." (McGee 1971, p. 142)
Nonetheless, sanctions and rewards continue to loom large in the theory and examples of
innovative behavior. Cartwright (1965), for instance, contends that most theories of
social influence stress the significance nf the ability ofsomeone to exert influence
through the possession or.control of valued resources, and economic resources have
consistently been high on the list of things valued.

A few overly-simplified examples make the same point. sThe Harvard Committee on a
restudy of general education reached the conclusion that faculty members would. not be
willing tp teach general education courses unless there were clear incentives, with a
collapsed. period between sabbatical leaves the most promising. The faculty of Michigan

State University, University College, dedicated their professional lives to
interdisciplinary activities, yet were rewarded comparably with respect to rank, pay and
tenure with faculty members in the more traditional departments of arts and sciences.
Professors asked to teach open-circuit television are rewarded by a reduction of teaching
load to a single course, And. some professors at Antioch,College 'gave up, a portion' of their
traditional role and,, were recognized by the.institution's counting a third of their
professional activity for salary purposes, even though it was expended in highly'flexible
and unusual ways.

Yet another technique for innovation is the use of literature and written
communications.' Most of the centers for the improvement of instruction publish
newsletters telling of-new developments. So do most of the higher education associations

and organiiations. There is also a growing volume of monographic work, research reports,
and conference proceedings regardin higher education. In fact, there is'so much. printed
material available thatprint.chann Is of information are saturated. But the volume-of

material .is Only:part of thejrobl . Much education literature is useless as
information7-being prolix;.rtdunda t, trivial, conservative, or deadly dull and the

situation is much the same today. Wold (1963)_ reviewed the situation in 1963. "Both

because they are so numerous and 15 cause- they are often not well edited, the specialized
publications generally appear to ail to reach.their audiences effectively...There is much

duplication'in the. publications o the education associations, a number of .which have

overlapping membership lists.' T e holder of.multiple memberships must wade through
essentially the same material ov r and over, to find the few unique items of
information...Professional leaders, their desks littered'with printed materialS, need a
means of finding relevant information quickly and systematically. No truly effective

'digest' ptiblication now exists." (pp. 3, 4, 32)

It is true today that the CHRONICLE FOR.HIGHER EDUCATION provides relatively rapid

news coverage, as does CHANGE.migazine. Yet CHANGE reaches an audience of only about

90,000. 4ut of the 750,000 professors in the country, and-the CHRONICLE appears more
frequently.on administrative desks than on desks of faculty members. Because of the
remote/likelihood of professors Seeing things in publications mailed to them, literature
conveyed by direct mailing does not seem to be an important device for stimulating

experimentation or change. Some institutions have .tried to rectify this matter by
establishing reading rooms or by routinely circulating printed 'materials of educational

worth. One'gets the impression that such collections are not examined in the so- called
faculty reading room and are examined only accidentally if a professor happens to be on

someone's routing list. Because higher education is essentially a verbal field, with
verbal professionals; the use of the. printed word must be judged slightly effective as a

stimulator of innovation, change, or reform.

Much of the preceding can be summarized by noting. how developmental faculty members',
practices and techniques are promoting change. Among'the highly valued practices are

sabbatical leaves at half salary or more, private offices for all faculty, finanCial
assistance for attendance 'at professional meetings, adjustment in load for research and

writing, financial assistance for further - study, and less than normal load for first-year
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faculty members. At the opposite end of the continuum stand faculty handbooks, t

collections of library materials on higher education, free college workshops for all 1

faculty members, active faculty committees charged with improving instruction, visiting

lecturers onahigher education,.and orientation sessions for new faculty members (Millerl,

and Wilson 063).-I ,-,
.

,
1 .

Institutional"self-studies have been heralded by many, including this writer,ja/s a,,

major technic* to .bring about significant changes.; Institutional -self=studies ate of t'vo

:general sorts (1)1ThOse prepared for gaining or continuing accreditation, and/t2).those\
\

generated by the inst\tution fpr self-evaluation and.improvement. Accreditation

self-studies }leave tended to be lauditory-Ofan institution in favorable light to .

accreditation lagencies.` The self-study has no such 'purpose, and hence could b more-

candid in call'ng for chi ge. There are clear examples of.institutional self- tudies

,,.,which have achieved such'a.goal. During the 1950s Stahford University conducted a

self -study wit Ford Foundation support which led. the institution to attempt to move from

strong regioall stature to strong national stature. In 1960Stephens ColleieiColumbia,

Missouri, conducted a self-study that resulted in a major shift from a-two to four-year

institution±a hift accompanied by other major changes such as elimination ofidepartments

and the initiat on of the Stephens House Plan.- A self-study at Vanderbilt University in

the early 1.960s

\

outlined a series of changes that occupied the institution dur:ng the rest

of that' decade. A self7studyt Hofstra University resulted in the eventual

implementation .of a cluster college.- However, more recent. experience indicates that

self-studies ha4 not been as productive as supposed. Many self-studies produced long

lists'of recommendations, without significant change,taking place. Or if changes did.

occur, they werelbrief and the institution soon reverted to traditional practises. :Some.

institutions have grown so complex that there are simply no good mechanisms for

implementing changes that a self-study has recommended.

1 .

Self-studieslmay still serve an important function in facilitating innovation,

change,,and reform. To be effective, a self -study should affect a large portion of the

\various constitutncies involved, including faculty, students, and administration. The

)

i

work on the self-tudy should be dbne'by both formal and Information organizations. There

should-be a great deal. of campus-wide communication regarding findings asthey emerge, and
\

-.

there should be a le opportunity for protracted debate before final decisions are

reach\ed. When -all of the data and various sorts of recommendations have been compiled,
\one individual sho ld prepare the final report,, usually the president oanother person of

,

r
/

stature. .

i

,---

For a self-stydy to have any chance of bringing about significant changes) it-should

have a definite time limit.- Intensive work should consume not more than 18 months and .

preferably only/121months. Groups, making recommendations should,be required to'be

fiscally responsible: A self-study should be headed by a steering or executive committee

which has the'power to reject recommendations and call for more realistic suggestions.

Such a body:should be served by a full-time and well-respected staff person who Can-

facilitateithe essential -intercommittee communications and who can floor-manage
,.recommendations through the legislative processes:

1
.

. .

AnotheIr technique also open to 'some question is theipresidential or chancellor's

commissionLortask force to explore a particular matter, whether -it be a revised campusparticular
. composed.or recommendations for a stable state economy. The commission, usually compoe

of significant individuals,\has the advantage of being.a relatively small group which

reports directly to the chief,executive. Because it acts in response 'to a Specific

question,' its work can be accomplished-quickly and recommendations drafted in consistent

style. However, the commission technique has several weaknesses. Unless specific steps

are taken, the commission's activities and findings, are not widely shared. When the time

for action comes, much of the commision's earlier debate must be redone. In addition'

the oomMissions much more open to 'the charge of being an administration tool rather than

an institution-wide endeavor. On campUses where thereis considerable tension between.

administration and faculty, this fact alone may prove lethalto the adoption of any

.significant recommendation. The commission, being a smaller group, may tend' to take an

overly parochial 'view of-its findings and recommendations. Its members may not be able to

gauge attitudes and feelings of the 'many constituencies which will be ultimately,affected

by co iSSiOn findings. There is an expectation that commission members can function

witho t adequate assistance of a senior and respected staff member. A commission draft

writt n by a temporary, part-time, or junior member of the faculty is almost bound to be
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suspect. Unfortunately, some commissions Appear to be\simply a formal expression of

presidential concern with no expectation of any SeriouS\results: To counter this

appearance, the chief executive officer must have a cle mandate. The chairman of.the

commission and the staff support-'should be senior indivi uals of established reputations

who can be presumed to have the best interests of the ins itutions in mind. The

commission lets the full set of campus constituencies know:what concerns the commission,

what progress it is making, and what sorts of recommendatio's are .likely to be made.

There clearly 'should be-Opportunity for the various constituencies to react throughout the

tenure ofthe commission.

A different device that came into existence in the early 1 °60s is the instructional

development agencies that seek to influence and improve college eaching through three

activities: Service, research; and teaching. These agencies may eve as few as two or

three professional staff members or.as many, as 65. They seek to e ourage improvement of

teaching by providing professional assistance., taking(modest'grants, disSeminatini

information about teaching, conducting faculty evaluations and workshops, training

teaching. assistants, and helping faculty members develop new instructional materials.

They fare best, of course, when the university climate is supportive.

Finally, the simple technique of detailed planning and nrgarli7Ation essential if

innovative activities and experiMentsare to succeed. Thisl sounds like a uism, yet it

is remarkable how frequently this is violat6d. Almost invariably, successfu innovative

projects have been ones-in which the directors:Nere qUite sure what the outco es would be.

They were projects in which definite time tables and goals were established an monitored.

They were projects in which there had:been accurate anticipation of the availab lity of

needed tethnology.. And they were projects in which the director made explicit a reements

with all those involved.

A highly intriguing project at PurdueUniversity was the development of a -

twelve-mini-course program for the improvement of college'teaching that was used at our

other midwestern institutions: Each course consisted of printed materials and

cassette-recorded materials that faculty meMbefs could work through at their own rates..'-

The materials were professionally done and made in sufficient numbers so that all involved`

had copies. Cooperation among the project directors and participating campuses was .

insured by specifically trained individuals who were paid a stipend and whose efforts were

carefully motored. While there were other contributing elements o success, such as

technical competence of the directors, the key element still seemed to be planning and

organization. Writers'of the mini-courses were paid only after .the completion of their

work. A definite review process was worked out in advance to help edit materials.

Coordinators of the project on other campuses were brought to the Purdue University campus

for Aree days of training before-being allowed to- organize their own campuses. There was

a clear differentiation between'the development of materials and their research. ses.:

Each activity was carefully designed and carried out with technical excellence. This can

be:contrasted with
with

project implemented in an almost lackadaisical manner by .

graduate students with only casual organization and guidance from the project director.

\s
t Detailed planning and organization is consistent with the earlier-obserVed need 1for some

degreeOf formalization, although it may islund di turbing because specific planning and

organization might tend to jeopardize flexibility and creativity. The point of:view here,

however, is that while there:might be some such danger; the far greater danger is failure

of an innovative effort or experiment beeause of lack of specific planning and

organization,
)-

.:: .

These above techniques are not necessarily new suggestions. They have been .

recoMmended.and tried.for years. HoWeVer, they are described in some detail because of

their continued validity in the process of promoting innovation and change.
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SECTION 6. A SUMMARY. OF ELEMENTS -OF SUCCESSFUL INNOVATION

While there is no good way to rank order the various elements of successful

innovation, at least.,3ne order canbe suggested.

1. Reasonable size.

2. Reasonable complexity
3. Reasonable capacity or strength
4. Combined centralized authority with some decentralization

5. A formal structure combined with ways to modify the structure

6. Chief executives who perceive themselves to be leaders .

7. An oligarchy. concerned' with change

8. Individuals viewing innovation as a rewarding activity:.

9. A general air of openness in the institution

19. A generally perceived discrepancy between expectation

and performance
11. External pressures of significance to the institution

12-;---Depar-ti 5 that are-regnihed but poristraihed

13. Administrati and faculty existing in creative tension

14. Generally agreed on institutional purposes

15: A reasonably fresh"Faculty
16. An active institution kut not hyperactive '

17. Generally good personal relations

18. Devices to gauge social need

J9-.. An innovation for which a liplevant technology exists

20. Availability -of people who ice competent to use

the needed technology
21. An innovation consistent with)gm institution's history and

tradition
'22. An innovation which, if adopte4 provides rewards to those

affected
23. A state of institutional readiness for that particular

innovation
24. Evidence as to the utility of comparable innovations

ased on those elements a prototype of a institution where successful innovation is-

likely can be conv:ructed and compared with a potentially non-innovative institution: It

should be pointed out that the specifics such as institutional size are hypothetical and

intended only to, illustrate concretely the pr'nciples and postulates previously described.

The following are hypothetical profiles of potentially innovative and non - innovative

institutions. with respect to widespread use educational media or the adoption of any

other category of educational innovation.--These, for the sake of comparison, are both

liberal arts colleges.

POTENTIALLY INNOVATIVE

1. -2000 FTE undergraduate enrollment

2. Divisional organization, plus. a

number of quasi-independent
prograMs

3. 60% Ph.D. on faculty,, five
million dollar endowment, 250,000
volume library

4. President's right to set.budgets,.
approve promotions and to appoint
committees clearly recognized

4-r

- POTENTIALLY NON-INNOVATIVE

1. 800 FTE undergradUate enrollment

2. Departmental organization with.
most departments one,.two
or three personS

3. 30% Ph.D. on faculty, non-
endowment, half million dollar
accumulated operating deficit,
1 0,000 volume library

4. Co stant faculty resistance to
exercise of president's power
over budget, salaries, and promotions
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,-
5. Well-recognized' channels of 5. Confused. channels of communication

official communication, clear , and general uncertainty as to what

definition of administration duties, :-,- office decides What matters.

plus open door policy for-admini-
strativeJaffices

6. President who perceives :himself. 6.

as an educational leader

7. 25 professors, deans, and depart- 7.

ment'heads perceived as having an=
important say and who trust and are
trusted by the president

8. 10 tb 15 faculty members; bright, 8.

ambitious, somewhat iconoclastic,
but who identify with the:

- institution

9. Most people feel Unthreatened and 9.

are willing to discuss even major
changes

President who sees himself as sub-.
ordinate to denominational authority

Faculty leaders in oppositiOn to
administrative leaders such as

- deans and division heads

//./

Most faculty members content to
teach their classes then turn to
personal pursuits

/

Older faculty and administrative/
staff who view earlier times
as ideal

10. General awareness of major insti- 10..

tutional strength as well as
major weaknesses

1

11. Growing cOmpetition from insti- 11.

tutions judged as, strong equals.

12. Strong divisions that recognize 12.

differences between disciplines

13. -Faculty committees chaired by 13.

relevant administration and free
exchange of information between
committees and administrative
offices

14. General belief and acceptance 14.

that the institution builds
character, prePares'teachers and
prepares pre-medical,'-law, and .

-graduate students

15. Faculty and administration that 15.

work hard but do not feel over-
.

burdened and frenzied

16.: Generally one or two major-insti- 16.,

tutional. changes sought each year /

and encouragement but not pressure
for individuals and, sub-units to -,

experiment and change

52

General complacency except
0

/
0

for salary levels and work loads

Stable and generally satisfied
body of potential students
.and.their parents, thus
insuring a steady and '

desirable enrollment.

Many small departments,
jealous of threats to:
departmental enrollments

/

Faculty committees/restricted to
faculty with recommendations
goir- straight through-faculty.
channels to theipresident for
for approval orveto

Faculty concerned chiefly
with pre-professional work
and administration seeks to
to offer-many different.
vocational programs .

Average faculty members
serve on five active
committees and average
administretor on 15 committees
and a general feeling of
frenty ani many complaints about
overwork

major changes attempted
in the last 'ten years or
major curricular revisions
attempted every two years

r
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17. A pervasive feeling of friendli-
om6ss

18. Competent office .of
Tesearch and active
advisory committees
prograMs

institutional
and able
for all major

19. Director of the Media Center a
'Ph.D.` in Psychology; who holds
rank in an academic department

17. Many cliques and a general
feeling of jealously and
animosity

.18. Each department is
expected to discoVer needs
or demands for changes and
new programs

19. A part-time technologist
in chatge ofmei-11a
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